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CAREER EXPO GUIDE

DRINKING SEVEN UP
WOMEN TAKE FIRST

Job fair Wednesday at the UCF Arena
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- SEE SPORTS, A10
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-SEE INSIDE

TWO IN THE HOLE
MEN'S STREAK ENDS
- SEE SPORTS, A10

Cost for
.c ampus
housing
•
•
nsesaga1n
3.6 percent increase

finances renovations
TIFFANY BECK
Staff Writer

)

)

The cost of on-campus housing is
going up next fall. The Board of
Trustees .voted this week to raise student rent by an average of 3.6 percent.
The money will go to renovate the
oldest halls in the Apollo community,
which include Polk, Lake and Volusia
halls. They were built in 1969 and are in
need of some work, according to Maribeth Ehasz, who is UCF's interim vice
president of Student Development and
Enrollment Services.
Upgrades in these halls include new
air conditioning systems, power distribution and circuitry, water supply lines,
bathroom upgrades, landscaping, carpet and paint.
·
New fire sprinkler-systems will also
be· installed in six halls and in Lake
Claire apartments.
Osceola Hall is being renovated.
Residents of the Apollo Community
will see their rent bill go from $1,900 to
$1,960 for a double occupancy room in
the fall. Lake Claire residents will
notice a $70 hike in their bill with single-occupancy apartment rent rising
from $2,300 per semester to $2,370. Students who live in Academic Village will
see a rate increase of between $70 and
$80 depending on their apartment.
"I wonder what my $2,300 is going
for if they need 70 more dollars for carpeting," said .freshman Josh Statom,
who lives in Lake Claire. He said he
would like to see some of the money
put toward new living-room furniture
for the apartments.
Freshman Matthew Carver of Academic Village said, "I was kinda surprised that they were raising it. I didn't
notice anything that needed to be done
drastically."
Junior Marissa Gale lives in one of
the newly renovated Lake Claire apartPLEASE SEE
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Senate gets
ready.for
SGA election

Show revealed troublesome nature of
pitting 15 women all under one roof
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

The UCF-based reality television
show "Big Man on Campus" is over.
The girls have moved on with their
lives, and the BMOC did not win anyone's heart.

And the winner is .•• Michaela!
To everyone's surprise, Matt chose
Michaela over Alex, despite the good
things he had said about her. The audience, though relatively small, felt misled
and so did Alex.
"I was under a lot of pressure that
night, and I was very tense," Alex said "I
was kind of disappointed [that he didn't
choose me]. I felt like he led me on
[throughout the show]."
"But I am fine now,'' said the happily
single UCF sophomore.
·Michaela's story held a completely
different angle.
Although the 19-year-old winner of
· the BMOC pin spoke of honeymoon
and forever during the last episode, she
confesses that in "reality'' she does not
like Matt at all
"He's not brightest of the bunch, so I
turned on all the acting just to win," she
said "I went there to win the game, and
I caved in a little along the way."
The final selection was not easy for
UCFs smooth BMOC.
''I was in a deadlock that day,'' Matt
said. "Alex was transferring schools
soon and Michaela is so young and has
a lot coming for her."
"But, [Michaela] was so real,'' he
said "She always told me how she felt,
and I thought I could show her the
steps."
,
So, what happened?
Aimee had an interesting answer.
"Michaela was portrayed as the underdog, and America would want to see the
underdog win,'' she said. So, she
believes Matt chose her to satisfy the
viewers.
Although Matt did not confirm this
speculation, his agenda after the show
did not contradict Aimee's philosophy.
"My plan was to hang out with both
of them after [the taping was over]i"
Matt sai~ "because I wanted to see how

they acted off the camera"
He did hang out with both of them,
and all three found that they were different off-camera.
Even if the finalists had wanted to,
they could not hang out with each other
in public during the airing of the show
because of a $5 million contract they
had signed with the WB, which had
bound them not to talk about the details
and results of the show until the show
finished airing.
It turns out the other girls "didn't
think [Matt] was all that," said Aimee,
who was portrayed as the "motherly figure" on the show because she was a few
years older than the others.
"But they were going to do it for the
competition," she said. "I have got
enough integrity not to throw myself at
some random guy."
Natalie, who has known Matt since
her freshman year, almost went home
when she found out Matt was chosen as
theBMOC.
"He's a nice guy friend-wise, but I'll
never date him," Natalie said. "He's a
typical frat boy who'd sleep with your
best friend."
Diamond, Jamie, Kristina, Kat and
Kelly found Matt "charming," but
admitted they would never go out with
him.
.
"There was a lot of drama and backstabbing behind the scenes,'' Diamond
said "People were always talking about
people." She said she found two of the
girls plotting in a bathroom at 5 a.m.
The BMOC chai-mingly kept eliminating the girls, but some took it better
than others.
"I am sorry to hear that, because you.
missed out on a really good thing,'' Diamond said to Matt after he rejected her.
"I am a winner at heart. It's never my
loss," she added
Other girls did not take rejection
well
"The taping of each elimination took
at least two hours,'' Kelly said ''You are
standing the whole time and you start
getting moody and tired, and after you
are eliminated the producers ask you all
these mean questions like 'So how does
PLEASE SEE NO ON
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Confirnied .officials, set
dates for presidential bid
KATE HOWELL
Senior Staff Writer

)

The SGA S enate confirmed three
returning election commissioners and
elected a new commissioner on Jan. 20
in preparation
for the SGA
Petitions for candidacy
Presidential
are
available today at
elections held
the SGA office
this year.
Declaration of candidacy.
Brent Fieser,
lasts
from Jan.31 until Feb.3.
SGA supervisor
of
elections, The elections themselves run
hand-picked the from Feb. 21 until Feb. 23 and
four
commis- runoffs, if necessary, last from
sioners who will Feb. 28 until March 2.
assist him and
stood with them during the confirmation process. "I am understaffed right
now," he told senators.
The presidential elections are a
major event and require hard work to
make them successful. There are
events to schedule, forms to process
and office hours to fill, making the
choice of electing commissioners a
crucial one.
This year's returning election commissioners are Mike Stuart, finance
PLEASE SEE
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Around Cam us

Bush inauguration sparks frenzy

News and notices for
the UCF community

Throngs of supporters and protesters greet presidential motorcade

Battle of the bulge
A "Wellness Wejgh" orientation will be held at 10:30 a.m.
today at the Campus Wellness
Center to help students lose
weight. The program includes
medical supervision, access to a
dietitian and counseling sessions.
For more information, call
the Campus Wellness Center at.
407-823-5841.

Radical rush

.

The Progressive Council
clubs and organizations kick off
another round of Rush week at
noon today in front of the Student Union.
For more information, con-.
tact Leon Mcintyre at 561-3248698.

Kick the habit
A smoking cessation program will be held at the Campus· Wellness Center at 10:30
a.m. tomorrow.
·
For more information, contact Mary Owens at 407-8235841. .

Let's talk about money
A business seminar will
teach students the do's and
don'ts of · negotiating job
salaries.
The event will be held at 6
p.m. tomorrow in the Business
Administration building Room
107.

Become a brother
Theta Chi Fraternity is
recruiting founding fathers for
. its 216th chapter starting at
UCF.
Information sessions about
the fraternity will ,be held at 7
p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Union Cape Florida Ballroom,
Room 316C, and at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday.
For more information, contact Joshua Wilson at 317-258-.
1781.

Free concert
Jewish hip-hop artist and
affiliate of the Wu-Tang Clan,
Remedy Ross, will perform in a
free concert at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Pegasus Ballroom
Student Union.
For more information, con- .
tact Ben Sack at 407-362-3568.

Calling on volunteers
The office · of Student
Involvement i!? looking for vol-:
unteers to hand out organ
donor cards and information
for the Green Ribbon Day event
held from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesday in front of the Student Union.
For more information, email
Melissa
at
Aechical5@aol.com.

Strut your stuff
CAB Comedy is having
auditions for a talent show on
Thursday at 1 p.m. in the Student Union Key West Ballroom,
Room218A.
·For more information, contact Diana Perry at 407-8236471.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-44745~6
or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

CHARLES WEISE
Contributing Writer

As President George W.
Bush's motorcade passed 14th
Street
and
Pennsylvania
Avenue, protesters i:ipped
down part of the 8-foot steel
barrier that separated them
from the main inaugural parade
in Washington, D.C.
Riot police hosed down the
surrounding protesters with
pepper spray like they were
putting out a wildfire.
The direct action against the
barrier was only a sliver of the ·
Counter-Inauguration,
the
name given to the conglomeration of protests. held during
Bush's inauguration ceremony ·
on Jan. 20.
The tearing down of the
gates wasn't mindless destruction according to Kerri Smith,
19, a UCF freshman and student-activist who drove with a
car packed · full of friends
through a snowstorm to offer
her voice and fists to the
Counter-Inauguration.
"The purpose of tearing
down the fence wasn't just literal,'' Smith said. "It was symbolic that if the state puts up barriers between us, we're going to
tear th~m down, whether
they're steel, economic, social
or otherwise."
Besides various pockets of
protest and direct action
against the Bush regime, the
Counter-Inauguration featured
a series of org;mized even.ts
such as Critical Mass, Billion. aires for Bush and Turn Your
Back On Bush, as· well as
marches by anarchist collectives and the D.C. Anti-War
Network.
Though all anti-Bush, each
group used different techniques and held its own agenda. ·
Held regularly in major
cities, Critical Mass is a collection of bicycle riders who take
to the streets to create awareness of the enVironmental and
political destruction caused by
oil dependency and the eco-

CHARLES WEISE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,

Groups from an over the n.ation, including several students from UCF, gathered in Washington D.C. to demonstrate against George W. Bush.

friendliness of bicycle riding.
Beginning at 7:30 a.m. and carefully followed by police cars,
roughly 30 Critical Mass.riders
rode through the streets of
Washington, D.C., some carrying anti-Bush flags.
Dressed in top hats, bow
ties, fur coats and emerald
broaches, the satirical street
theater group Billionaires for
Bush criticized the president
for listening to corporate interests over those of everyday
Americans. With names likes
Robin D. Poor and Phil T. Rich,
the Billionaires for Bush held a
mock auction of Social Security
and the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge and waved
CHARLES WEISE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
signs such as "Taking from Part of the Counter-Inauguration included a tribute to more than 1,000 dead U.S. soldiers.
Main Street, Giving To Wall
The D.C. Anti-War Network
Street!" and "No Brokerage Bush protest urged people to
· do just that. Protesters dressed organiz~d the main counterFirm Left Behind."
"They had fake money in plain clothes to infiltrate the inaugural march and featured a
hanging out everywhere, and main inaugural parade. Once "die-in" and the carrying -of
when I took a picture with Bush's motorcade passed, they 1,000 American flag-draped
them they smiled and said turned their back on the presi- coffins to bring attention to the
'Greed,'" said Clay Thompson, dent to peacefully show their dea~ in the Iraq War.
·
a UCF sophomore.
dismay for his actions and poliPLEASE SEE A $40 ON AS
The Turn Your Back On cies.

A moment of reflection at the pond
At the requ~st ofUCF's first and strength-tested in hopes of
It might
come as a president, Charles Millican, · holding the 9,000-odd faculty
shock to architects shifted the planned and graduates inside of it. This
most stu- locations of the two buildings was necessary in order for
to center the pond, then he security to have an ideal view
dents,
proposed two solutions to the from their posts on the roofs of
who
, have
unsightly mark: landscaping the surrounding buildings.
SHANNON BENNETT
Contributing Writer
UCF complied, and for the
over the pond with slirubs and
spent
their time at UCEconsid- .hedges, or digging up the 5 to 6 only time so far in campus hisPictures of it dominate the ering the pond one of the most feet of mud, laying cement and tory, the pool was completely
UCF homepage· and flyers prominent features of campus, turning it into a reflecting pool. drained and dried, then
Though the idea of the pool weight-tested to ensure that it
handed to high school kids to to find out that the Reflecting
promote the university. It's Pond wasn't included in the was slightly more expensive, it could hold the weight of the
graduating class, and ultimateeven larger than students' faces original blueprint of campus. was the solution chosen.
The fountain has its obvious ly the students and faculty.
on the recent model of the In fact, it was built not for
This weight testing indirectbeauty; but as a solution to a uses: It is a pleasant study area
UCF student I.D. card.
complete with. surrounding ly resulted in the present-day
It, at any given daylight terrain problem.
The pond hides a natural cement chairs, a unique uni- . student Homecoming privilege
hour, houses at least one studying pupil, and it has been annoyance called a wet-weath- versity centerpiece and of of invading the pond.
Though the pond's primary
known to draw a larger student er pond. Simply put, it's sever- course, the location for the
crowd during Homecoming al feet of muck that's p.ever wet renowned Spirit Splash. But purpose, aside from Spirit
week than does the actual enough to be water and never the pond's most important role Splash, is to shoot a pleasant
dry enough to be dirt. The was played in 1973, when Presi- array of water displays and
game.
There's no denying that pond existed as a murky land dent Richard Nixon came to provide students with a serene
UCF's Reflecting Pond is a uni- blemish slightly to the right of speak at the June commence- study spot, it is undeniably a
distinguishing feature of UCF,
versity trademark, quite sur- the land be~een the planned ment ceremony.
At the request of the Secret all thanks to the stubborn patch
prising considering its humble' Library and present-day MilliService, the pond was drained of mud.
can Hall.
beginnings.

Richard Nixon
spoke next ~o the
fountain in 1973

Nation &World
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Women voted out in Iran's
upcoming election

,·

•

TEHRAN, Iran - Iran's
hard-line leadership ruled
out allowing women to run
for president in June elections, denying reports in the
state-run media Saturday that
it had decided to allow
female candidates for the
first time.
It was not clear whether
the denial meant the hardline Guardian Council was
reversing itself or whether
the earlier announcement
was a mistake.
The question of whether
women can run for president
hinges on a question over
phrasing in the constitution,
which says the president
must be elected from among ·
political "rijal." That Arabic
word means literally "men"
but can be interpreted simply
as political personalities
regardless of their gender.

•

•

•

•
•

Deadly stampedes avoided
during annual hajj pilgrimage
MINA, Saudi Arabia Tens of thousands of Muslim
pilgrims converged on stone
pillars Friday to cast pebbles
in a rite of purification.
The always incredibly
crowded ritual was even
more so this year: A record
2.56 million pilgrims are tak.,
ing part in the annual hajj pilgrimage.
But the crowd was controlled and there were no
injuries Friday, an Interior
Ministry official said, as
Saudi authorities showed
their determination to prevent the deadly stampedes
that have occurred in the past
at the ritual.
Last year, 244 people were
trampled
death when the
crowd panicked during the
stoning ritual.

•

1

to

Ukraine president declares a victory of freedom over tyranny
KIEV, .Ukraine - Viktor
Yushcheb.ko was sworn in as
president of Ukraine on Sunday.
He called his inauguration
"ii victory of freedom over
tyranny," capping a dramatic
rise to power on the back of
two months of massive street
protests sparked by fraud.plagued electjons. ·
The
pro-Western
reformer
Yushchenko
declared that the former
Soviet republic was "now in
the center of Europe."

•

•

..
.•

.,
•

•

Peace possible between Israel
and Palestinian militant group
Gaza Strip - A militant
group linked to Palestinian
leader Mahmoud Abbas' ruling Fatah faction announced
Saturday it is ready to stop
violence if Israel halts military operations, and Israeli
officials indicated .that they
are considering the idea.
The armed groups want
Israel to stop arrest raids and
targeted killings of wanted
Palestinians in exchange for a
·
truce.
The latest statements indicate Abbas is ~aking
progress in his attempt to
persuade armed groups to
PLEASE SEE
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RELOCATION
Brand New Office!
Dr. Tiffany Tayloe

formerly located on UCF q,ampus

407-447-7793
Optometrist Owned & Operated
3151 Alafaya Trail, Suite 102. Orlando
(3 lights Sputh of Uni~rsity, 2 lights North of Colonial)

•Advanced
Diagnostics
• Digital Imaging
• Huge Designer
Frame Selection
• Prices Fit Every
Budget
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Sponsored by UCF's Global Perspectives Office, the Orlando Regional Chamber of Commerce,
UCF's Coll~ge of Business, 'the Metro Orlando International Affairs Commission, Orange County
Government, UCF's Political Science Department, the Orlando Sentinel and
·
the Global Connections Foundation.

) '' Free Trade in the Americas ''
,

)

Moderator
Terry McCoy
University of Florida

J

Panelists:
Glenda Hood
Florida Secretary of State
Andrew LaVigne
Florida Citrus Mutual ·
Ambassador (ret.) Myles Frechette
Former Ambassador to Colombia and
former President of the Council
of the Americas

)

Date:
University of

featuring local artist

This forum is- free and open to the public.
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Thursday, January 27, 2005 .
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Location: Cape Florida Ballroom, 316
UCF Student Union

Central
Florida

I

~~\ \0 fll 'i(Jj:

~

.Hmei@ucF ~-

For more information, please contact the Global Perspectives Office
(407) 823-0935 - global@mail.ucf.edu
www.ucf lob al ers ectives.or r
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FREE
. Till ·
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Higher Education
"What's in the news at
·colleges around the c<?untry

Adjustment at Princeton
makes it hard to ·earn an "A"
PRINCETON For
students at Princeton University, final exams are
even more stressful this
year: The prestigious Ivy
League school decided to
make it even harder to earn
an ''A."
The crackdown on high
. grades has increased anxiety, and in some cases,
made friendly students
wonder whether they
should offer study help to
their competitors, er, classmates.
·
• In a move students
protested last year, the uniadministration
versity
became the first elite college to cap the number of
top grades in an effort to
combat grade inflation.
Previously, there was no
official limit to the number
of top grades handed out.
Now, each department can
give an "Pt to no more than
35 percent of its students
each semester.

Professors quit because of
gun allegedly used in performance
·
LOS ANGELES - Two
tenured art professors have
resigned from the University of California, Los
Angeles, because the
school refused to suspend a
graduate student who may
have used a gun during a
classroom performance art
piece.
Chris Burden and
Nancy Rubins, internationally known artists who
taught at UCLA for' more
than two decades, filed
their retirement papers
Dec. 20.
In the brief performance on Nov. 29, the student appeared to point a
loaded handgun at his head
· and pull the trigger, a student and law enforcement
officials told the Los Ange-

les Times.
· The weapon didn't fire,
but after the student left
the room a noise that
sounded like a gunshot was
heard outside.

Student from India indicted
for roommate's slaying
GAINESVILLE - A former University of Florida ·
student from India has
again been indicted for the
slaying of a fellow countryman who was his roommate.
It is the second grand
jury indictment against
Praveen Vedam, 26, whose
original first-degree murder charge in the death of
UF graduate assistant Sudheer Satti, 24, was dismissed in December by
Circuit Judge Robert Cates,.
who cited insufficient evidence.
Satti's body was found
Jan. 4, 2004, in the bedroom
of his on-campus apartment. He had been stabbed
more than 30 times. The
slaying was the first on
campus property in at least
25years.
Vedam was first arrested in January 2004.

College officials use sex, skiing, rock stars to get students
LINCOLN, Neb. - Forget course catalogs and col·
orful pamphlets.
Think sex, skiing and
rock 'n' roll.
When it comes to
recruiting students for college, admissions officials
are turning to increasingly
outlandish stunts to get the
attention of high schoolers.
Birthday cards, ski weekends and even reality TV
shows are being used by
college!l and universities to
get an edge.
Personal contact with
students is in. Indiscriminate mass mailings are out.
The marketing efforts
are being driven, in part, by
the standard issues - college rankings and involved
,
parents.
But schools in states
including Nebraska also .
are struggling to fill seats
and deal with declining
enrollment.
The result is a feeding
· frenzy among colleges and
universities to snare the
·
best freshmen.
I'
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Through a blinding snow storm, a woman crosses the street in downtown Chagrin Falls, Ohio,
Saturday morning. Northeast Ohio was expecting a foot of snow in the major winter storm.
FROM

A2

halt attacks on Israel, a first
step toward ending more than
four years of bloodshed.

Tear gas released on students
protesting free trade pact
QUITO, Ecuador - Police
fired tear gas to disperse more
than 5,000 public high school
students who marched Thursday to protest a proposed free
trade pact with the United
States and to demand a special
pass for lower bus fares,
Some students responded by hurling stones at the officers. No serious injuries were
reported but an unspecified
number of teenagers were
arrested.

Blizzard paralyzes Midwest and
Northeast parts of United States
NEW YORK - Hundreds
of airline fligh~s were canceled
Saturday and fleets of road
plows were warmed up as a
paralyzing snowstorm barreled out of the Midwest and
spread across the Northeast
with a potential for up to 20
inches of snow driven by SO

Week in Health
· NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

Cancer now No. 1 killer in America

mph wind.
Storm warnings were posted from Wisconsin to New
England, where the National
Weather Service posted blizzard warnings in effect through
Sunda~ By afternoon, snow
was falling across ·a region
stretching from Wisconsin and
Illinois to Virginia and the
New England states.
Temperatures in Maine fell
to, 36 below zero at Masardis,
and Bangor dropped to a
record low of 29 below. Meteorologists predicted wind up to
50 mph would push wind chill
readings to 8 below zero in
New York and New Jersey.
Up to a foot of snow had
fallen in Wisconsin and Michigan, and wind gusted to more
than 60 mph across Iowa.
As much as 18 inches of
snow was forecast in northern
New Jersey and accumulations
of up to 20 inches were possible in parts of New England
and the New York City area,
the weath<>r service said. A foot
was likely in northern sections
of Ohio and Pennsylvania.

"FiIle Gloss Smoking Accessories"

·Tobaccos
• Pipes
• Papers

• Posters
• Cigars
• Incense
• Body Jewelry

•Tapestries
• "Detoxify"Cleaners
·Scales
• Unique Gifts

543 S. Semoran Blvd, Winter Park• 407-679-8365
\!,

Take a 30-tninute
study ·break.
~

Curves offers•••

10% Discount with Student ID
Must be 18 to enter, ID reqd;red

•

•Hydraulic
resistance in a
circuit environment
•A complete
workout in just
30 minutes

The most common problems stemmed from fack of
pressure applied to the chest of
the patient, and breathing air
into the lunges too often.
One of the studies found that
doctors and nurses failed to follow at least one CPR guideline
80 percent of the time. The
studies appear in The Journal of
the American Medical Association.

High Society Pipes &Cigars
"\a""'"~·• Exotic Cigarettes

'
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Cancer tops the charts as the
No. 1 killer of Americans under
age 85, according to health offi~ .
cials.
The most recent numbers
show· that 476,009 Americans
under 85 died of cancer com- Red meat may harm on way out
Those who eat the equivapared to 4S0,637 who died of
lent of a hamburger a day. are
heart disease.
A third of all cancers are about 30 to 40 percent more
related to smoking, and another likely to develop colorectal canthird is related to obesity, poor cer than those who eat half of
diets and lack of exercise. "We that amount, researchers report.
In addition, long-term conwant to send the message: Don't
smoke, eat right, exercise and . sumption of high amounts of
maintain normal weight and see processed meat such as hot
your doctor for normal check- dogs increases the risk of colon
ups," said the chief of statistical cancer by SO percent.
Researchers defined high
research for the National Canintake of meat as three or more
cer Institute.
ounces a day for men and two
or more a day for women. A
Add keeps women's pressure OK
Intake of folic acid is associ- McDonald's hamburger, for
ated with decreased risk of instance, weighs 3.7 ounces and
developing high blood pressure a Big Mac weighs 7.8 ounces.
Scientists say that they do
in women, new research by
not suggest that people should
Harvard scientists reveals.
Nearly 94,000 women ages eliminate consumption of red
27 through 44 years old partici- or processed meat. Their mespated in this eight-year study. sage is to limit t:J;ieir consumpBy the end of the eighth year, tion.
7,373 of the women developed
Millions-year-old hominid found
high blood pressure.
An international group of
After adjusting different factors, researchers found that anthropologists have unearthed
women who consumed at least skeletal fossils of a 4.5 million1,000 micrograms per day of year-old · human ancestor in
total folate had a 46 percent Ethiopia
The new evidence suggests
lower risk of developing high
blood pressure, comparing to that these ancestors lived in an
those with an intake ofless than area filled with antelopes, rhinos, monkeys, giraffes and hip200.micrograms per day.
The main source of folate pos. Evidence from these fossils
came from supplements rather also suggests that the ancient
than dietary folate, the study hominid outwardly resembled
chimpanzees, but they walked
(ound.
on two feet.
The fossils will help scienCPR often performed wrong
Cardiopulmonary resuscita- tists gain a better understanding
tion (CPR) is often performed of the mysterious transformaerroneously by doctors, nurses tion of primitive chimp-like
and paramedics, two recent hominid into more human
forms.
studies conclude.
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providing cardio
& strength training
• Fun, fast fitness!
Finally, a place to work out that fies a small student
budget and a busy student schedule. Curves is 30rninure fitness, commonsense weight loss, and all
the support you
need to achieve
your goals.
The power to amaze yourself•

curvesincernacional.com

407-971-377i , ~"-~~\~;:.~

•

4250 Alafaya Tr (Corner of Alafaya.·Bl Mc~ulloch Rd)
Oviedo, FL 32765.
.

•

Over 8,000 locations worlJWue•.
"No travel/transfur privileges. M.:n1bership includes service fee. Valid ci'nly'~, panicip3ting loc:ttiolls.
Not valid with any orher promotional offer. HS-5780
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Study compares the effects of
sweetened. beverages consumed
with meals ~n en~rgy regulation·
\
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To qualify you must: .
• Be femal~, 20 - 60 years of age
• Be normal weight
/
• Be relatively healthy
• Have aregular menstrual cycle

(
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Participants will be required to:
• Attend 2screeninl$-ViSits
• Have two overnight (48 hr.) stay~
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, A $40 million inauguration
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A .few blocks from the D.C.
Anti-War Network march,
black-clad anarchists chanted
and danced to the rhythms of
bucket drums as they marched
through Washington, D.C. in
sharp contrast to the pristine
white backdrop of the snowblanketed city.
The rowdy and festive procession of anarchists zigzagged through Washington
and were met with a police
blockade when trying to join
the main counter-inaugural
march.
When members of the anarchists' march attempted to
push through the police blockade, police officers pepper
sprayed some march members
and a few anarchists struck
back at the police with PVC
pipe.
Though the police and city
officials condemned the sometimes destructive and violent
actions of the anarchists, some
found their march inspirational.
"I thought the anarchist
march was incredibly positive,"
Smith ·said. "There were all
these kids dancing and chanting and letting those around us
know that the streets belong to
us -:--- the people."
Another Florida student
enjoyed the anarchists' antics.
"I always enjoy the energy that
anarchists bring to a protest,"
said Tara McLaughlin, 21, an
:FAU senior and student-activist
who drove from South Florida
't o join in on the Counter-Inauguration.
• McLaughlin's reasons for
,braving finger-numbing tem·peratures and pepper-spraytoting riot police went deeper
than "[Bush:s] obnoxious
accent and cowboy-hat mentality.''
"It is more my frustration
with the country. I want to disturb an event that glorifies a
man who leads us into a war for
the wrong reasons, who devastates the environment, our culture and our freedom," she said.
Some protesters also objected to $40 million price tag of
the inauguration.
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CHARLES WEISE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Agroup of student activists play in the snow- and protest the presidential inauguration.

"I thoughtthe actual inaugu- the right to say what they
ration itself was disgraceful," want,'' but "There is a time and
Smith said. "Spending $40 mil- a place for it. .
lion on food and drinks, not to
"It is a big disrespect," ~aid
mention security. while people Gerrard. "They couldn't even
in our own country go hungry give 20 minutes to let the nation
and people halfway around the celebrate."
world are dying..."
Matthew DeVlieger, 20, an
Though some protesters SGA senator and studentcriticized the pomp of inaugu- activist, disagreed.
"I feel the strong presence of
ral day, Chris Gerrard, 23, a senior at UCF and the executive dissent shows the lifeblood of
director of the College Republi- this growing movement,"
cans saw the ceremony and eel- DeVlieger said. "Soon, when
ebration of the inauguration as U.S. citizens reflect on where
"a sign of how great a nation we we stand within the next few
are."
years, our voice will be the solid
Though initial plans to majority."
attend the inauguration fell
Not everyone in D.C. had a
through, Gerrard and some fel- political agenda. Charlie Byrd,
low members of the College 20,. went to the Counter-InauRepublicans got together and guration thinking it would be "a
watched the inauguration on cool road trip."
Tv. .
"I didn't take it seriously at
"I know $40 million is a lot first,'' said Byrd. "But seeing the
monev, but it goes along with police everywhere, watching
inaugurations of the past," Ger- them mace protesters, it had a
rard said. "If we should tone massive impact to say the least.
down
the
inauguration A scary impact." .
[because of the war], we should • Byrd said he had no idea
also tone down the Emmy's and there was such an anti-Bush
the Golden Globes ... there are movement. Seeing the plcµming
a lot of other extravagant that took place, the friendliness
of the protesters and the way
events.''
Gerrard sees the targeting of they helped each other opened
Bush and his inauguration by his eyes. You can actually make
protesters as unfair and a change, even if it's not the
biggest," he said. "You can do
untimely.
Gerra.rd said, "Everyone has something."
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higher
test scores
guaranteed
or your money back..

GMAT
GRE
MCAT
DAT

l

OAT
PSAT
SAT
ACT'

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on tes~ day from your Kaplan diagnostic .
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
fu ll refund of your tuition ~* It's that simple.

LSAT Classes Starting: 3/6/05, 4/16/05, & 4/18/05
GMAT Classes Starting: 2/10/05, 3/19/05, & 5/11/05.
GRE Classes Starting: 2/22/05, 3/2/05, & 4/7/05
MCAT Classes Starting: l/22/05, 5/11/05, & 5/26/05
I

World Leader In Test Prep
and Admissions

KAPLAN
•rest names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan 's
full classroom, tutoring, or onllne courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials wit hin 90 days.

1 ·800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLoruDA
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No gym, carbs equals cranky ladies
FROM

Al

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

IIIII

......
IIIII

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with
program attorneys .about legal matters and receive
advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and
including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:
•

Landlord/tenant problems affecting .student's
living arrangements in the commumty.

•

Consumer problems confronting individual
students.
·

•

Traffic cases

•

Criminal law

•

Uncontested-dissolution of marriage

•

Bankruptcy

•

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu

.

Students in need of legal service should contact,
either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations ate by appointment
only. No legal advice will be given over the phone. ·

keting minor, also has
dreams of becoming an
actress.
"I want to go to Hollywood for an internship
this summer," the sophomore said. "I still have
• "
tim~atalie, a junior in the
advertising and public
relation's program, also

·

·s ·dthat the rating on the night

•

5•The r~t~n~s.ctor of marketing for WKCf, also known.~~ W~~u~~~olds in Orlando, 3.5 percent of

Steve R1ik1n, ire .
3 5"This means out of 1.3 m1 ion
.
of the launch of the show ~as . .
h BMOC in the nation.We are glad
themtunedintotheshow. I d marl<ethadthehighestratingsfort \ ted"Riikinsaid:'lf7thHeavRifle.in added thatthe o.r an3 ~percent rating?"Ratings are very comp l~d g~ta 35we would be head
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h els "he said So thefinalanswe ·
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Jaime and Kelly
described it as a
learning experience.
"It
was
almost like the
real
world,"
J.
.d

.~: halait~

deal with what
you've got and ·

i:sa:id~.-----------~:::::::====~~~
make
best
ofit. You had to deal
withthe
people

aspires to
be show
an actress.
"I ·
hoped
this
would
open some doors for me,"
she said.
Aimee is graduating this
semester with a degree in organizational communications. She
said she hopes to find a job in
marketing and sales. "I am still
single," she said.
Jaime graduated in December with a major in advertising
and public relations. She is looking for a job in South Florida She
hopes to soon reconcile with her
ex-boyfriend.
Jessica L., Jessica C., Jen, Kelly
D. and Melissa were not available for comments.

The mansion on Dean
The show was recorded in a
mansion-like house on Dean
Road between University Boulevard and Aloma Avenue.
Although the cast temporarily called that house their home,
the producers made sure the
cast never got comfortable.

or tape.
"The showers were cold,"
Diamond said. "I took the quickest showers I have ever taken at
the house."
Kat said she believed this·was
the way the producers got the
girls out of the showers quickly
so they could have more camera
time.
"I think this was a ploy to get
us to react, to get drama, because
drama creates ratings," Diamond said.
·cast members also griped
about the food selection.
"They served us carbs: pasta,
bread, sandwiches," Kelly said,
"just to get us cranky."
Diamond said: "It was really
hard to eat because everything
was .ffi the freezer and we really
didn't have time to thaw a chicken. So we ended up eating ice
cream, bread and whatever else
that didn't need thawing:'

the complaints, almost everyone
said they would do it again if
given a chance.

you really didn't want to be
around."
Some women, like Natalie,
learned just now harsh viewers
Self-portrayals
can be. "It was an emotional
Diamond was a "big reality experience," she said, referring to
TV junkie," until she participated . the postings on the WB Web site.
in ·the BMOC. She said she now "People who don't even know
knows that the producers are me said mean thinga about me."
involved with the show.
Kristina just wanted the expe''You realize a lot of things are rience to end. "I just wanted to go
forced and edited," Aimee said. home," she said. "I felt like I did"It's not that the producers told n't belong there, especially when
us whatto say or do, but they put I found out the [producers] put
us in situations."
us here and there."
''Actions that we did were
Michaela thought the excitefrom us," Kat said. ''But some of ment of the show created an
them were downplayed." She unreal infatuation.
recalledanincidentthatinvolved
She said, ''You become
her getting cut with a knife. She friends with the cameramen, so
had to get stitches and now has a you want to give them what they
permanent scar on her left arm.
need to make their job easier."
Naturally, the viewers judged
Viewers can breathe easy
the girls based on what they saw now that the show is over. No
on television, but the cast one was there to win the BMOC,
believes that their portrayal and the BMOC was not there to
onscreen did not depict their find the girl of his dreams.
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BEST WAY BEVERAGE MART
Corner of University &Dean Rd., Next to Duffy's Subs
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"You had to deal with people you really didn't
want to be around."
..:_JAIME
BMOC CONTESTANT

"I just wanted to go home."
-KRISTINA
BMOC CONTESTANT

12090 Collegiate Way

.

Collegiate Square • Behind Applebee's

"He's a typical frat boy who'd sleep with your
best friend."
-NATALIE
BMOC CONTESTANT

Looking back on decisions
Administrator:
BMOCdidnot
impact UCF badly
• NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

.)

;I

When a random UCF staff
member was asked her
thoughts on the televiSion show
"Big Man On Campus," she
replied: ''Does it play on MTV?
Because I don't watch that channel"
When told the show airs on
local station WB18, she said:
'Well, I never watch the reality
shows. Everyone in the office is
talking about funerican Idol':'
While some UCF faculty
members lacked interest in
watching BMOC, others held
positive opinions of the publicity.
Tom Messina, the associate
vice president of Alumni Relations said, ''I thought the campus was porttayed really well In
that regard they had done a very,
very nice job."
Although Messina wasn't too
ke'en on the way the UCF
women were portrayed, he said,
"But I don't think it impacted us
negatively at all.it's nice to get
national exposure."
Linda Gray, director of the

UCF News and Information thought [the show] made our
Office, was one of the few asked campus look great."
who had watched the show in
She was pleased that the
its entirety. She was also the per- show highlighted UCF football
son involved with the contracts and softball and believed the
and producers from the begin- exposure could help recruit new
players.
ning.
.
"The production company
She described the show as
caine to us," she said. "They "free exposure" for UCF. 'We
thought we had an attractive couldn't have afforded national
campus, which could be a back- television airtime [otherwise];'
drop for this show."
she said
The production company,
As for negative comments
Next Entertainment, offered swirling around the concept of
UCF $10,000 as a gesture ofgrat- the BMOC, Gray said, "From
itude, but Gray said the money what I have been able to tell, the
was not the reason UCF agreed show has evoked an interest [in
to be involved with the show. 1
our campus] in the younger
"Our budget is three quarters audience." But "some of the datof a billion dollars - $10,000 is ing and drinking might not be
nothing in comparison," she great [exposure]," she added
said She added that the money
Gray did not believe that the
is going to be used for academic cast members were portrayed in
purposes - possibly scholar- a negative way - she said she
hopes that everyone realizes
ships.
"Our hope for this show was that what is portrayed in the
that our national audience show is not reality. "In reality the
would see what a beautiful cam- camera doesn't follow you
pus and beautiful students we around," she said
have," Gray said "In this show;
Gray said that since the tapUCF was just a backdrop, but ing of BMOC, four other reality
the show was about young peo- shows have approached UCF.
ple dating."
"But we have learned that doing
Gert Garman, director of a reality show is very time conSports Marketing, was also suming and .we have to work
excited about the show.
with them in different capaci"I worked with the [produc- . ties," Gray said "So we have to
ers] a lot, and I thought it was think seriously if we wanted to
really cool," Garman said. "I do another show."

Be a Hero to
Our SOidiers.
onate· Plasma
Your .plasma donations can
directly save the lives of our
troops wounded in combat.

-

Jumbo Wings
Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .....................................3.99
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ....................................6.49
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ...................................8.99
20 (1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch)......................... 11.99
30 (1 or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch)......................... 17.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ..................... .27.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) ....................... 37.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch) .................... 47.99
Add Celery .. ............ ...................... .... .. .. .... .. ... .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch...... .... ................ .69
Add fries to any Wing order ........................... 1.99

Buffalo Wing Basket

Chicken Sandwiches,
Chicken Finger Sandwiches
& 1 /2 Pound Burgers
served w/Wedge Fries•

$7.29

*substitutions available for
an additional charge

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the side

Pick your Sandwich
Grilled Chicken Breast• Fried Chicken Breast• 1/2 lb Burger

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors

Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99

(10 Wings, Ranch & Wedge Fries)

Fresh Chicken Salads
Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast

'

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors

Pick your Dressing
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

Chicken Fingers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor
Dipped or On Side

Wedge Fries ................ Regular 1.99
......................................Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries ................ Regular 2.99
...................................... Jumbo4.49
Beer Battered Onion Rings ................. Regular 2.29
............................................................Jumbo 3.79
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ..... '. ................................ .4.49
Fried !\AUshrooms .............................................4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery .........................99
Garden .Salad ................................................. 4.49
Side Salad
....................................................... 2.49

Kid'z Menu
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5 Wings & Wedge Fries...................................5.49
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries...................5.49

10 (1 Flavor) .................................................11.99
20 (Up to 2 Flavors) ..................................... 21.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) ....................................47.99

Chicken Finger Basket
5Fingers & Wedge Fries.................................7.49

Cheesecake. ... .............. ............ 2.49
Brownies .......... .'........................ 1.49

~~;~~n~e~ .$J,!!1!!Lltl off k:~ '"'
$9 minimum order• $1 Delivery charge on all deliveries

You've been told you
need work experience
before getting
.your MBA.
"That's not the case fur the Early
Advantage MBA Program at Rollins
College Crummer Graduate
School of Business."
· James Park, Universiry ofFlorida 1998,

Your·plasma is manufactured-into a derivative cafled
Albumin.This critical fluid is used to treat battlefield
injuries including shock, burns and blood·loss.

Ear'l-1 up to $170·amonth donating regularly.
When you donate plasma, you are helping save lives.
Take being ahero to another level. Donate Now!

2000 MBA Rollins College Graduate
Program Manager, Radiant Systems

The Rollins two-year Early" Advantage
MBA program is' specifically designed
for high-potential students with little or
no work experience.

AVAILABLE CONCENTRATIONS:

Finance, International Business,
Management, Marketing,
Entrepreneurship

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.)

New and Return Donors: Bring this ad and receive
an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donations.

DCI Biologicals Orlando,LLC.
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
Orlando, Fl. 32826
(321) 235-~100
www.dciplasma.com

Please join .us for Preview Saturday on
February 5, 2005.
For more information, please contact Catharine Schram at:
407-646-1547 or cschram@rollins.edu

Florida's Most Prestigious MBA
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University of Central Florida

Services
Permit Regulations:
Apermit isJequired for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
.Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
·Call atow truck
• Inflate tires
·Give directions

(j

· Parking Services Hours.:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
· Friday: 7:30 a.m. -5 p.m.

Online

~ub1!1ission. of

Citation Appeals ·
Required .,____

C.

,:;,

How to get your parking permit
"

Order your parking
permit online at
. www.parking.ud.edU'
(complete instructions
are online)

Pay for your permit
·Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
·Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
· Parking Services Office.
'

Your permit must be ordered onli1J.e!

www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call:·(407) 823-5812

'r

· .. Student Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
..

provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424

~·

'

___
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WHERE IS TROPICAL FORD?

-New carpet and tile top the
Jist of on-campus renovations
FROM

Al

ments. Her apartment has tancolored tile rather than the old
gray linoleum, and new speckled-brown carpet replaces the
old blue and gray carpeting.
She wishes for a garbage disposal and dishwasher, and
said, "On-campus housing is
worth it for the convenience.
It's really nice to be able to
walk to class and not have to
worry about parking."
·
The rent hike isn't troubling to most on-campus residents. ''As long as it goes
toward something I suppose,"
said sophomore ·Spencer Pio-

~ , {t

ntkowski of Academic Village. UCF's Lake Claire Apartments
· "They seem to do a good job costs $526 each month, while
with the money we give them an apartment at Jefferson
now. You can't beat the house- Commons will cost $544.
keeping service who comes to Pegasus Landing will cost
$545, and Boardwalk Apartpick up after us."
UCF on-campus housing ments will cost $520 each ·
rates are in line with other month.
Florida university rental rates.
However, the off-campus
Apartment-style housing at apartments have amenities
UCF will cost about $2,370 per like garbage disposals, dishsemester this fall, while ' siini- washers, washing machines
lar housing at Florida State and pools. They are generally
University will cost $2,467 or more spacious, while on-cam$2,182 at the University of pus housing has the luxury of
Florida
convenience.
On-campus housing is
Currently about 11 percent
comparable in price to other · of UCF undergraduate stuoff-campus housing options. dents live in on-campus hous. For 2005, an apartment at ing.

9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL.
ORLANDO. FL 32837
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BUILT FOR THE ROAD

- UCF Team Dentist serving Athletes, Coaches, Staffand Professors since 1987-

STATE-0 F-THE-ART,

LIFET IME DENTAL E XCELLENCE .

• C osmetic Care: Rleaching, Bonding and Porcelain Veneers • Emergencies Accepted

• State-of-rhe-Art Procedures.
Instruments and Techniques
.
\

• Professionally Trained, Caring and Courceous Staff

• Brid ges and Crowns • Mercury-Free Dentistry

Student Identification
Card 10% Discount!

· Senate ends up confirming
·- four officials, despite absences
FROM

Elections and Appointments Committee chairman

Al

major; Katie McDaniel, a psychology major and Stacy
" · McCord, an advertising and
public relation's major. Interpersonal communications
major Leah Walker is the new
arrival.
Deputy Pro Temp Evan
Rosenberg was the first senator to endorse the candidates,
ll
calling' the three returning
commissioners "the hardest
working elections commissioners we've had."
Several senators expressed
concern over the absence of
commissioners Walker and
McDaniel, both of whom
couldn't make the meeting.
- TYKESHIA WILLIAMS
Jason Yciepp, a business senaSGA SENATOR .
tor, expressed his discomfort
" with their absence, calling
confirmation an "important
check in the legislative
.process." He was supported Tykeshia Williams took it
by arts and science Sen. John upon herself to answer that
Zimmerman who asked, question, reminding the Sen"How can we confirm some- . ate that Fieser was the one
one we've never even seen?" ' who had to work with the

"Everyone did
not get to see
you ••• know
your favorite
color before
they elected
you senator.''

commissioners, and they
should trust his judgment.
She also reminded them of
their own positions. "Everyone did not see you, meet you,
get to know your favorite
color before they elected you
senator," she said.
The new commissioners
were at work the next day
planning and strategizing this
year's election events.
· They are working on an
upcoming
project
th~t
. involves a question-andanswer session, which would
give students the opportunity
tO interrogate· the presidential
candidates.
· ''A lot of people don't vote
because they don't h~ve
enough information," said
Lindsay Tango, a LEAD scholar · who is .working on the
forum with Fieser. The groups
hope to hold the event during
the week before. the elections.
Presidential elections are
held Feb. 21-23. Students can
vote
online
at
https://www.my.ucf.edu.

21+ ID Required
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WEDNESDAYS
1

Open Mic Night
with Ramez
THURSDAYS

Karaoke
SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 4- 8 1.m.
---No cover-----SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211~1665
2727 East Colonial Dril''i!i •Orlando, florida
(At 408 & E. Colonial)
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~ sign up now and get 5FREE BURRITOS from CHIPOTLE
visit us on the web at
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• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily
• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites
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• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime
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• Dailyifousekeeping Service
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Women rolling on
seven-ga1)1.e streak

The

Hudson and Co. steamrolling opponents
and take Qver first place in Atlantic Sun

UC

Senior center Ali Roberts
leads UCF women's
basketball in much more
than just scoring.

[Allen] did a fantastic job off the
bench for us today. She has come
to play whether she is getting 30
UCF is all alone in first place minutes a game or 20 minutes a
after Lipscomb fell on Saturday.
game; she's playing hard every
"Bring it," guard Francine single minute she gets."
Houston said about Georgia State
"I just tried to post-up strong ·
and reigning Atlantic Sun player- so that the guards /can see me,"
of-the-week Patechia Hartman Allen said. "Once I got tlie ball I
after the Knights disposed of tried to make a quick move, and
Mercer on Thursday night. "No go straight to the basket. I know
disrespect, but let's go. Bring it."
what I'm capable of. I just have to
Houston and the Knights go out on the court and show it."
brought it all right.
Hartman brought her A-game
Stingy defense and three- for the Lady Panthers scoring
point shooting propelled UCF to nine first-half points.
a 66-54 victory over Georgia State
GSU would tr~ the UCF
on Saturday afternoon. The spread down to ~26 with 17:07
Knights have won six consecu- to go, but that's as close as the
tive games and remained perfect Lady Panthers would get.
in2005.
The game turned as the
"It all resides around the Knights would dominate the next
defense, and we won with our 5:32 outscoring the Lady Panthers
strong defense again today," 18-0. During the run, guards
Coach Gail Striegler said. "That Celeste Hudson and Francine
lea to transition baskets on Houston netted 12 of the 18 points
offense, and that's what UCF bas- as UCF pulled away 52-'26 with
ketball is about."
11:35 left.
UCF (9-6, 7-1 A-Sun) charged
Hudson tallied game-high 18
out to a quick 6-0 lead in the points, while Houston added 14
. game's first 1:15, but GSU (6-9, ~4 points.
A-Sun) responded with seven
"Celeste Hudson is that tY,pe
straight points of their own
of player," Striegler said. "She can
The Knights were dealt a huge · just take over games and shoot
blow at the 15:10 mark when cen- over any guard in this conference.
ter and leading scorer Ali Roberts She's · very difficult to guard
picked up her second foul. She because she can take the outside
would have to sit for the rest of shot or blow right by you taking it
the half.
to the basket"
Enter Takira Allen.
"She [Houston] is such an
The back-up center came in offensive threat every time she
and grabbed five rebounds to go touches the ball," Striegler said.
'along with six key points allow- "It makes· me so proud when a
ing the Knights to build a 32-22 player asks me to spend extra
halftime lead. Allen fm,i.shed with time with them and comes out
11 points and a team-high nine and performs like that."
rebounds.
Two hours before the game,
"That just proves what the Houston worked on her perimedefinition of a team is when we ter shot with Striegler feeding her
have other P.layers step up like
PLEASE SEE ALLEN ON A12
that," Striegler said.· "Tater

MATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer

a

Senior Ali Roberts is
just one of the reasons
for the women's wins
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Ali Roberts is used to having a view from the
top.
_
At 6-foot-3, Roberts is among the tallest players
in the Atlantic Sun Conference, but it's hardly her
height that's propelled her and the women's basketball team to the top of the A-Sun standings.
The senior center for the women's basketball
team has emerged as one of the top players in the
A-Sun this season. But UCF Coach Gail Striegler
doesn't think that Roberts is one of the best. She
thinks Roberts could be the A-Sun MVP.
"She's the glue that's held everything together,"
Striegler said. "We were really rocky in the beginning but she has been consistent from start to finish."
Roberts is admittedly flattered by the compliment, but she doesn't agree. "I was very happy
when I read that she said that of me," she said.
"But I feel like I've played the same all year."
As most humble student-athletes do, Roberts
attributes her own success to her teammates. It's
PLEASE SEE

There's one team that
can beat us.and it's us
Sometimes it takes a little more than a
three-point shot to win a basketball game

ROBERTS ON A11

·. Men lose two games to kill streak
Owls, Bruins throw ice
on men's hoops' .fourgame winning streak
I

· ANDYVASQUEZ
StaffWriter

Heading into last Thursday night's
game against FAU everything seemed to
be going the Knights' way.
UCF (12-6, 5-5 A-Sun) had won four in
a row and ,were looking to extend that
streak against the 3-12 Owls whom t,hey
had defeated only a week before, but FAU
and Mike Bell had other ideas.
The Owls (~12, .~5 A-Sun) held off a
UCF rally in the second half, and thoroughly outplayed the Knights, handing 1
them a disappointing and frustrating 73-61
loss.
Forward Anthony Williams said:
"Frankly, we got our ass whooped for 40
minutes. They got after it, they wanted it
more than we did and they outworked us
on both ends of the floor."
Bell, the A-Sun's leading scorer with
21.6 points-per-game, torched UCF for 24
points, 14 of them coming in the second
half. The 6-foot-9-inch senior also
grabbed seven rebounds and blocked
I

~

'

three shots.
"He got freedom out there," Williams
said. "It's hard to stop a 6-foot-9 player
who can shoot the ball and come off
picks."
UCF made only 36.8 percent of th~ir
field goals, their second worst shooting
performance of the year. FAU also took
the three-point shot away from the
Knights as UC.F shot only 34.6 percent ·
from behind the arc.
UCF also missed juniors William
Bakanowsky and Justin Rose, as th~ FAU
bench outscored the Knights bench 31-15.
Rose, out with a knee injury sustained
against Stetson, and Bakanowsky, who has
a lingering concussion problem, are both
out indefinitely.
The Knights trailed 25-38 at halftime,
after a strong first half from Williams who
scored UCF's first eight points, on his way
to 10 points and 15 rebounds in the game.
The Owls built their lead to 10 points,
early in the second half, but the Knights
stormed back into the game behind Kingsley Edwards and Josh Peppers.
Peppers hit a three to narrow the gap to
seven, and Edwards stole the ball on the
next possession and dished it to Marcus
Avant for a layup to cut the gap to five.
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
PLEASE SEE

GARV ON A12 FAU's Kahleaf Watson had eight points against the Knights.

Here's the most disappointing
statistic of the men's basketball
season thus far: The Knights are
0-2 when I atte,nd home
games as simply a fan.
Thursday's loss to
Florida Atlantic and the
Dec. 28 loss to Brown
marked the two games
this season that I have
taken a seat aside my Black and
Gold brethren and hurled insults
at opposing players.
I need to be stopped.
I'm one of those guys that like
to think my heckling makes a difference in a· game. I tend to
believe that opposing players can
hear every word I say. Short of
making a grown man cry, I want
to believe that I'm ripping
through" the opponents' cpllective self-esteem like all of my exgirlfriends combined.
But then FAU waltzes mto
The Dungeon and straight up
spanks us. I'm not sure, but at one
point I think a FAU player even
slapped my parents.
The Owls didn't spank us so
much as they vented some builtup aggression. The fact is we still
own FAU. We had the Owls'
number six straight times before
they took this one. For us, this
was a tough loss. For them, this
·was ·t he Stanley Cup. I don't want
to rain on the FAU parade but
we're still ahead in the all-time
series 20-6. I didn't need to take
finite math three times to know
we're still up 14 games.
FAU put up 73 points against
us, but the only team that ended
our winning streak was wearing
gold jerseys that night. The men·
played horrible against FAU. Any
one of the Knights will admit the
game was awful. It was like a
cross between a Sally Struthers
sex tape and t\l.e season of Saved

MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

By The Bell when Kelly was
replaced by Tori.
i
If you looked at the court at
any given moment during that
game, you would have seen that
the only trace of electricity was
coming from Kingsley Edwards.
Everyone else looked like they
were playing on fumes.
There's a reason for the guys
looking like that: They are playing on fumes. They had to play
four games in six days last week · c
and somehow they managed to
fire out wins in each game
despite missing a key starter
(Will Bakanowsky) and perhaps
the team's most explosive .inside
threat. (Justin Rose).
·
There's one thing that's been r
bothering me, though, and I
could even tell this was evident
as I huddled over my computer
and listened to the broadcast of (
yesterday's loss to Belmont, and
that's our dependence on the
three-point shot.
We're not the Seattle-freak- "
ing-Supersonics. We can't get by
on three-point bucket after
three-point bucket, because as ~·
FAU proved, eventually someone is going to shut us down on
the outside and make us play
(gasp) inside basketball!
"·
PLEASE SEE LACK ON A11
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Roberts' inside game helping guards outside

INSIDE THE

u

FROM A10
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easy for her to give them the
credit, too. The women are
currently in the midst of a sixgame winning streak and just
passed last year's A-Sun champion Lipscomb for first place
in the conference.
\ "We're finally starting to gel
q.s a team," Roberts said. "It's
taken us a while to get used to
playing together, but we've
come together and we're pretty strong right now."·
Pretty strong is an understatement. Herculean strength
might be a better way to put it.
The Knights have clawed their
way to the top with the top
defense in the conference,
holding thei,r opponents to just
56.9 points per game. That's
more than five points better
than any other team.
"The whole team has come
together and started to believe
in defense," Striegler said.
"We're still not executing our
offense like we need to. We're
leading the conference as far as
holding teams down in scoring. They're playing a lot more
as a team."
The irony of this team's success, though, is the offense.
Scoring only 59.5 points per
game, the women are better
than only Jacksonville in the ASun. But the three-point difference between what they're
scoring and what they're .
allowing is doing the job.
Standing on the offensive
front line is Roberts, who is
averaging 11 points per game
and is shooting .508 from the
field this season. Proving that
she has .what it takes to be a
dominating inside threat,
every shot that she has taken
this season has come from
inside the three-point arc.
"She has that inside threat
that opponents can really not
_stay out on the guards the

ERS
Who's Hot
The UCF women's ,.
basketball team,
winner of the last
six games and sole .
possessor of first
place in the Atlantic
Sun.

MLS teams the UCF Men's
soccer team will be playing
in exhibitions this spring.

Who's Not

Players scoring 10 points or
more in the UCF Women's
victory over Georgia State
on Saturday.
BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Along with her 11 points per game, Ali Robe.rts leads UCF women's basketball with 34 blocks and is third with 80 total rebounds this season.

whole time," Striegler said of
the help Roberts' teammates
provide. "They have to come
in and help. It really opens it
up. You want to win basketball
games from the inside out. You
want to score inside first and
then kick it back out."
Roberts has also been a
spark plug on. defense as she
leads the team with 34 blocks.
"I've been staying focused,''
Roberts said of what the key to
her success has been. "I know
it's my last year and I've been
concentrating from the beginning so that we can get to the
next level."
The next level is something
that escaped the Knights last .
season as they missed · the
NCAA Tournament after losing in the A-Sun championship
game by two points to Lipscomb. Now one of just two
seniors on this year's team,

Roberts wants to ensure that
the Knights not only bring
home a third-consecutive ASun regular season title, but
she wants that ticket to the big
dance. ·
"It's
been
different,"
· Roberts said of her role as one
of just two senior leaders. "In
the past I always knew there
was another year and more
games. But this year, I know it's
my last so I've been concentrating on trying to make it my
best year."
"It's not really one person,
it's the whole team," Striegler
said. "But I think Ali has been
Miss Consistent from start to
finish. If you want to win you
have to have all nine of them
playing."
All nine of them are playing
and that's something that has
taken a bulk of the pressure off
Roberts' and fellow senior

Takira Allen's shoulders.
Matching Roberts in scoring is
junior guard Celeste Hudson
with 11 points per game as well.
Francine Houston is chipping
in 10.4 per game and Allen has
added eight ppg off the bench.
"We don't really have one
specific leader on this team,"
Roberts said. "There are different people who have stepped
up at different points which
have helped the team grow.
We're always able to look for a
different person to step up."
Roberts might be the first to
offer praise to her teammates,
but she knows her role on this
team, and she knows what it's
going to take from her to help
her team stretch this winning
streak for the rest of the season.
"I'm a senior,'' Roberts said.
"I don't have anyone else to
look up to. I have to be the one
that pulls the team together."

Gary Johnson, who
scored only six
points and shot 211 in Thursday'sloss
to FAU.
Days until the start of the
UCF men'sbaseball season

Upcomin·g
Men's basketball travels to Nashville to face Lipscomb at 8 p.m. tomorrow ... Women's
basketball travels to Deland to face Stetson at 7 p.m.Thursday ... Women's tennis travels
to Gainesvillle to face Florida on Thursday ... Men's tennis is at Alabama on Friday.

Quota bles
"Frankly, we got our ass whooped for 40 minutes.=
- ANTHONY WILLIAMS ON THURSDAY'S LOSS TO FAU
"Bring it. No disrespect, but let's go. Bring it.'=- FRANCINE HOUSTON ON GEORGIA STATE'S PATECHIA HARTMAN
"I have to be the one that pulls the team together.=

Lack of adjustment on offens·e is killing men's hoops
FROM A10

.

I'd need about five sets of
hands and maybe a few nubs to
countthetimesthatlhaveseen
certain players get the ball with
open looks on the inside and
dish it back out like the ball has
scabies. Honestly, there have
been "Limes where the men
have looked like a sorority girl
caught on the walk of shame
when they get an inside look
I don't know what the exact
problem is, but I think it lies
somewhere between big egos
and lack of confidence. What's
the point in playing a game if
we can't make an inside move?
Even Edwards, who isn't the
biggest guy on the team. danced
to the hole a few times ilgainst
FAU. Maybe it worked and
maybe it didn't, but the fact
remains that taking the ball to
the hole Will open up more
chances for Gary Johnson and
the boys to start bombing threes
again.
It's called a balanced game
and right now we're about as bal-

LU~
SPORTS
corner
imsports-ucf.edu

HEATHER WEIBLE
Contributing Writer

anced as Verne Troyer and John
Goodman on a seesaw.
In the meantime, we keep
allowing defenses to adjust to
our offensive scheme of passpass-pass-pass-pass-pass-passpass-three-point and that's ·going
to eat tis alive in the home
stretch. If the men keep this up,
we'll be fighting from behind in
every game and shooting
enough bricks to build the new
arena.
What's that you say? Hold
your horses, Bumsy, there's no
need to panic? Good point.
There really isn't a reason to
panic.
I've got three reasons why
the men will get back on track
and set themselves up for at
least a No. 3-seed when the ASun tournament rolls around:
1) A-Sun referees are awful.
Noimally that wouldn't help us.
But I've noticed that the refs
only go after us when we're at
our best. I wish it weren't true
but they make it so obvious that
it makes foppish Clay Aiken
look like Peter North. Now that

we're back hovering around that
.500 conference mark, the refs
will loosen up and allow us to
get back into a groove and stop
worrying about being blinded
by their numbing incapability to
walk and blow a whistle at the
same time.
2) We have 10 conference·
gaines left. We win seven of
those and we'll at least be the No.
4-seed in the A-Sun tourney. As
of yesterday's loss to Belmont,
UCF was one of seven teams all
within two games of each other.
We have a three-game swing
within the next week that
includes a rematch with Belmont and a two-game ·series
with conference bumpkins Lipscomb. Take those three games
along with rematch wins over
Stetson, Jacksonville, winless
Campbell and Troy and say hola
to a comfy seat in the tourney.
3) Will Bakariowsky and
Justm Rose are· currently out
indefinitely, but indefinitely is a
foggy term. Indefinitely could
mean a short period of time as
in: '~hley Burns walked up two

flight of stairs this morning after
a long night downtown and was
indefinitely winded." However,
indefinitely could also mean:
''Ashley Burns bought a gym
membership three months ago
and has since been absent from
said gym indefinitely." Regardless, the power of optimism
leads me to believe that these
two important cogs in the UCF
men's basketball machine will
be back right when we need
them. Their return gives the
other guys a better chance to
rest.
But I could also just be blowing smoke like I am occasionally
prone to.
Either way, this team needs
to get back on track. The men
are better than this. They know
it, I know it, even the blindest of
A-Sun refs knows it.
Three-point baskets will
only get us so far.
It's tpe little things that get us
farther.

The 2005 SportsTrivia Champion is
••• SIGMACHI

ia competition has haunted
team captain Matt Oberlander.
After a year of training and
lots of TiVo'ing Sportscenter,
Oberlander's team took on
the human-spor.is almanac,
Victor
Anderson,
and
squeeked out a close victory
on the final question to win
the 2005 team title.
Badminton doubles scheduled to take place on Saturday
were canceled. The tourna-

ment will be rescheduled at a
later date.
Three.on three Basketball
started on Jan. 19. Congratulations to this week's winners.
Join us next Wednesday start~
ing at 6:20 p .m.
Sign-up for USA Tennis
Ladder and Wiffleball by
Tuesday.
For more information,
contact the Rec Center at
http:/ / www.rec.ucf.edu or
407-823-2408.

The year 2004 was a big
one for Sigma Chi. They won
a kickball title, they got to
keep tl~e. Greek points trophy
for another year, Destiny's
Child got back together and
Sigma Chi alumnus Drew
Brees was named NFL comeback player of the year. Still, a
loss to the Primetime Players
in the 2004 Team Sports Triv-

Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com

- All ROBERTS ON HER ROLE AS ONE Of TWO SENIORS

Two Free tickets to the

MTV Movie Awards!
To enter, swipe your valid UCF student
· l.D. in at least 15 UCF home sporting
events* between now and the end of
Men's Basketball Season. One lucky
student and their guest will win an all
expenses paid trip to California for the
live taping of the MTV Movie Awards!

For a listing of sports schedules,
109 onto www.udathletics.corri
* includes football, volleyball, men a~d women'ssoccer and men and women's basketball
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Come Party With

Allen's clutch play leads to victory
FROM

AlO

the ball in transition.
"Coach keeps encouraging
me to take my time, not to rush
my shot and get my feet set,"
}!Iouston said. "With your
strong defense your offense
will soon follow."
GSU didn't give up holding
the Knights without a field goal
during the final 3:20 and finished the game on a 9-0 spurt.
Hartman totaled 17 points
for GSU on eight-of-16 shooting
while guard Monica Thomas
notched nine of her ll points in
the second half.
UCF started the weekend
gutting out a 60-45 over Mercer
on Thursday night.
''A win is a win," Houston
said. ''A team will take that any
day of the week over losing."
'UCF had first-half leads of
five and six slip away but
scored the final four points in
the half off back-to-back Allen
layups taking a 27-23 advantage
into the locker room.
Guards Shayla Smith and
Lashaunda Slade guided the
UCF attack with six first half
points apiece while the Bears
were paced by eight points by
guard Karen Hickman.
UCF leapt out to a 33-23 lead
behind a quick 6-0 spurt with
18:59 remaining, but Mercer (510, 3-5 A-Sun) would creep back
into it getting within 35-31 at the
12:42 mark.
On the next pos?ession,
Roberts hit a layup to put the
Knights back up 37-31. Roberts
finished with ll points and
pulled down eight rebounds.
"It is just another day at the
office for Ali," Striegler said.
"You kind of overlook her
because you are beginning to
expect that from her every
night. She has just been our
steady person all season long,
and you can count on her for at
least 10 points."
The two teams traded baskets, and the lead was still six at
44-38 with 8:22 on the clock.
UCF turned up the defense and
scored seven straight points
capped by a Houston triple putting the Knights ahead 51-38.
"We played mucli better in
the second ha.1£ and cut' down
on their open looks," Striegler
said. "Our team knows that
we're ranked first in the conference on defense, and for us to
be successful we have to continue to do that. "
Hudson and Houston
scored UCF's remaining nine
points giving the Knights the
60-45 win. Hudson powered
home 13 points while Houston
put in a strong 10 points.
"Celeste and Francine are
shooters," Striegler said. "They
need to continue to do what·
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Neighborhood Grill & Bar

For The Grand Opening Of Our
New TIKI
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XL 106.7 will be Broadcasting Live from the
Applebee's on University Blvd. on

Saturday, December 11th
From 6 - a.Pm!
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Senior center Takira Allen is averaging eight points per game in a reserve role.

they do best and that's shoot.
Anytime we can hit those.
perimeter shots on offense it
opens up the floor a lot."
· UCF heads back on the road
matching up with Stetson on
Thursday night. Tip-off is set
for 7 p.m. at the Edmunds Center.
"Stetson is doing a lot of the
same things that we are doing,
and that's winning with their
defense," Striegler said. "Kristy
Brown is a fantastic post player,
she's a banger on the inside.
She's one of the most well~
rounded post players we have
ill the conference."

Around the A-Sun
The Hatters (7-7, 3-4 A-Sun)
ended Lipscomb 12-game winning streak at Allen Arena
shocking the Lady Bisons 63-61
on Saturday.
Guard Nefertiti Walker
scorched Lipscomb (10-5, 7-2 ASun) for 20 points, and hit four
key free throws down the
stretch.
When the weekend began,
Behnont (9-7, 4-5 A-Sun) was on
the outside looking into the
tournament. Now the Bruins

are right back in the thick of
things.
Behnont jumped four spots
from 10th to sixth place, holding
serve at home with a pair of
wins over Stetson and Jack;sonville (3-ll, 0-7 A-Sun). The
Bruins breezed by JU 88-73 on
Saturday.
Guard
Tonisha Jones
dropped in a career-high 23
points on the Dolphins as Belmont shot a season-high 62 percent from the field.
Florida Atlantic (6-9, 4-4 ASun) also completed a perfect
weekend holding off Mercer,
59-55 on Saturday. The Owls
have won four consecutive
games at home.
FAU once led by 18 points in
the first half, but Mercer
charged back taking a 55-52
advantage with 2:54 left. The
Owls scored the last seven
points from the foul line.
Campbell (7-8, 5-3 A-Sun)
remained in third place with a
65-53 victory over Troy on Saturday, but the Trojans (4-ll, 3-5
A-Sun) eapied a split at home
knocking off Gardner-Webb (510, 3-5 A-Sun), 75-66 on Thursday.

Gary Johnson cold in two losses
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Senior guard Kingsley Edwards had six points, six rebounds and seven assists in last Thursday night's loss at home to Fiorida Atlantic.
FROM
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Edwards then broke away
for an emphatic tomahawk
dunk which electrified the
crowd and cut the FAU lead to
four. On the next two UCF possessions, Edwards was able to
find an open Troy Lindbeck for
two consecutive 3-pointers
which tied the game 45.
The Owls Rodney Webb
then completed a three point
play to give' FAU a 48-45 lead
which they never gave up.
UCF Coach Kirk Speraw
had warned the Knights about
getting too ·complacent in the
days leading up to the game, but
J it seemed to have no effect as
the Knights had a hard time

maintaining their defensive
energy throughout the game:
"I just have to give FAU a lot
of credit," Speraw said. "They
came out and played with a lot
more energy than we did in the
first hal£"
Speraw added: "I told our
guys that we have habit of getting a little complacent when
we have success. I cautioned
them that we can't be complacent, and we need to come out
with energy defensively, and
we came out complacent. At
this point and time we are not
mature enough to counteract
that tendency." ·
The Knights opened a losing
streak with a loss to Behnont
yesterday. After playing three out

a

otthe last four at home, the men
hit the road to Tennessee to have
a 67-52 loss handed to them by
the Bruins. Josh Peppers led the
Knights in scoring with 16 points
and Anthony Williams chipped
in with eight points and four
rebounds as well. But neither
provided enough to stop Will
Peeples' 13 points which paved
the way for Behnont's win.
The Knights finish up their
road trip in Nashville tomorrow night as they face Lipscomb at 8p.m. Lipstomb (8-7,
3-5 A-Sun) was defeated 71-61
on Friday night in overtime
against Behnont. Lipscomb's
James Poindexter is the A-Suns
N~. 13 lea~g scorer with 143
pomts petgame.

Monday - Friday ANYTIME!
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S
ONLY 20 BUCKS AFTER 2:00
Offer Expires 1 I 31 I 2005

·Call the Pro Shop for tee times··

407-384-6888
• i
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OUR STANCE

The price is right
to live on campus
S

tudents at UCF pay more
but results in fairly low land
money to attend the
prices.
beautiful Orlando campus
The new housing rental rates
than students at any other uni(which are raising by an average
versity.
of 3.6 percent) are also slightly
Housing is now slightly more higher than the rooms at Florida
expensive than most of the other · State University. The average .u
major public universities. But
UCF resident will pay about
considering UCF residents don't $2,300 each semester, but the
have to pay extra for air condiaverage FSU resident will pay
tioning, that ain't all bad
about $2,000~ But about a third
Additionally, nobody living
ofFSU on-campus housing conon the UCF main campus needs
sists of true dorms '- buildings
share a bathroom with more
with two community bathrooms
than three people.
· on each floor.
At the University of Florida,
That's 30 women sharing six
· housing rates are slightly cheapbathroom stalls and six showers.
er. You can get three-bedroom
Luckily, no one on the UCF
apartment-style housing for
campus Ms to deal with the horaround $393 a month. Oh wait,
ror of waiting in a line to take a
did you want air-conditioning
shower beside five other men with that? For access to an airor of running down a hallway in
conditioned apartment (the
the middle of the night when
actual electricity usage is billed
nature calls.
separately), the costs are $20
Some FSU students think this
more a month.
is what' completes the true colThe same apartment (With
lege experience. They probably
complementary air conditioning, say that because they can't brag
thank you very much) at UCF
about their housing facilities the
would cost about $526 a month.
wayUCFcan.
Yes, it is a big price differMost of UCF's buildings are
ence. Primarily, the difference is
new. Granted, it's because UCF
explained because land is just
is a fairly new campus, but it's
more expensive in 0-town ...
still nice for everyone who has
this is a town that's a unique
to live on campus.
blend of tourist attraction and
There are renovations that
residential community, so there's need to be done, of course, and
a lot of people vying for the limthat's what the increase in fees is
ited land available here.
going toward. For instance, durThe only thing really going
ing the three hurricanes that
for Gainseville is ·the university
swept through campus last
- which is both good and bad,
semester, several residence halls

to

were flooded. Additionally, some
of the older residence halls will
be getting new carpeting, paint
jobs and tile.
At a time when college
tuition prices are skyrocketing
each year, a 3.6 percent increase
in housing fees every couple
years just isn't that bad. The
prices for on-campus facilities
compares pretty well with offcampus prices. The off-campus
facilities rarely have you sleeping next to a stranger or searching for a kitchen, but they also
require students to take a bus or
drive to class each day - while
on-campus residents tumble out ·
of bed at five minutes 'til and
then jog to class.
The only gripe on-campus
residents will have are those
who live in Brevard, Seminole
and Orange halls. These students, who previously paid a little under $2,000 a semester will
have their bills hiked by more
than 10 percent. The new price
will put those three halls at the
same prices at their Libra Community counterparts - namely,
Citrus, Sumter and Flagler halls.
All six Libra Community halls
will pay $2,150 next fall.
All in all, UCF students benefit from the higher costs of housing. The rooms are air-conditioned, the bathrooms are
practically yours and there's
always a housekeeper to replace
the toilet paper. It doesn't get
much better than that.
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pile there are degrees of separas if college wasn't hard
students. "You don't want to
tion. Anyone with a degree
stop helping people," said
enough, recent changes
to the grading system at Saumoy, a pre-med major. "But ' from Princeton shouldn't have
too much trouble finding a job,
they all know those .N.s aren't
many universities nationwide
but in the case where they are
going to be as plentiful." .
have made it that much worse
competing against each other,
In the old system, A grades
for ~tudents.
there needs to be a way to tell
were being awarded in ridicuFor students at.one of the
the difference.
lous amounts. Close to half of
most prestigious schools in the
There is some history to the
Princeton's class grade averages
world, Princeton University,
were .N.s. Under the new system story of grade inflation. During
final exams have become more
the Vietnam War, many profeseach department would be
stressful this year.
sors passed students who
restricted to giving no more
At a school where just getthan 35 percent of its students
should have failed because they
ting accepted is damn near
didn't want to consign them to
.N.s each semester. While
impossible, the bar has been
Princeton is the only school to
the draft. From that point in
raised even higher. The Ivy
time on it has just escalated.
'enforce such a policy at this
League school has made it
point in time, don't be surprised When one department or
harder to make an A grade. But
school has a high number of
to see it pop up at other
this isn't just happening in
schools.
honors graduates, it places
southern New Jersey; many
Harvard, for example, had 91
pressure op the others to keep
other elite schools are in step
percent of their seniors gradu- · pace.
with the Princeton movement.
ate with some kind of honors in
Several other schools have
There is a crackdown on
2001. Such liberal A grading
made efforts similar to that of
grade i.riflation at elite schools,
kind of eliminates the whole
Princeton. Harvard is limiting
and the backlash among the
idea of honors.
the number of honors gradu'students could be disastrous.
Statistics would indicate
ates, and Northwestern set up a
With good grades getting hardcommittee to study grade infla. there needs.to be some sort of
er to come by, there are many
grading restriction, but at what
tion at its school of journalism.
students who would normally
point do students crack? "You
Will this ripple effect reach
dedicate extra time to charitado feel you might be one of the
UCF? While UCF is continuing
ble activities, like tutoring, who
ones they just cut off," srud ·
to raise its academic standards
can't now.
· Natasha Gopaul, a senior at
for entrance, it seems very
"Sometimes, your old high
Princeton's Woodrow Wilson
unlikely that they will be
school mentality-comes back to
School of Public and Internarestricting gra'd.es anytime soon.
haunt you," said Monica
tional Affairs.
If anything, the new changes
Saumoy, recalling the intense
These Ivy League kids ·are
at the Ivy schools should be
competition she experienced in
far from lazy and they study
good news to elite UCF stu- .
her efforts to get the grades
plenty already, so why the rule
dents. Law and medical schools
necessary for Princeton.
changes? Nobody is saying that
might be taking second glances
In a ground-breaking move
Princeton grads aren't some of
at 4.0 UCF students in comparilast year, Princeton became the
the nation's brightest young
son to 2.8 Princeton grads.
first elite college to cap the
minds, but what they are saying
So much for that $40,000
number of ~s that can be
is this: even at the top of the
education.
awarded, despite protests of ·
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READER VIEWS
I will admit that I was lucky to have very
·
good teachers in high school. But I was very
I

Perfect portrayal

Kudos to Mark Justice for his noteworthy portrayal of SGA Vice President Willie
Bentley [Second-in-command makes
impact, Jan. 20], easily the most capable
student leader at UCF.
Although I have only known Bentley for
a short time, his dedication to serving the
student body is evident to anyone familiar
with the workings of SGA. While some
members of the executive,branch are notoriously lax in responding to student
inquiries, Willie Bentley is almost always in
the SGA office and has an open-door policy
which encourages those outside SGA to get
involved.
For those unfamiliar with SGA, go to
the most accessible member of the current
administration, Willie Bentley Jr.
I must confess, ~aving previously
worked with him in the UCF Trial Team,
some will call me biased. That is precisely
why I ask that you meet with him yourself,
as I did almost one year ago. Should Willie
Bentley decide to run for student body
president, I will be the first to endorse his
most-welcome candidacy. ·

- LUIZ BRAVIM
PLAINTIFF CAPTAIN, UCFTRIAL TEAM

·Facultv deseives better
I think that the Board of Trustees' disregard of the importance of the faculty to the
school is more than a disgrace, it's a slap in
the face.
While it's true that a university can not
survive without healthy enrollment, students would not be here if they weren't
going to be taught.
UCF is proposing, although tentatively,
to spend $40 million on. a new stadium.
Although competition is nice in.a college, it
does not surpass how important a school's
main priority is - a good education. And
President John Hitt's logic that more money
poured into the football tean'i will make
them play better is naive and ridiculous.

surprised when I found that same spirit in
my own professors here at ,UCF. As an
example, economics was my least favorite
dass last semester. But my teacher showed
·such amazing passion for the subject.
Although that flame is very hard to blow
out, if we don't treat the staff that teaches
us better than we are now, their desire to
keep burning that flame (at UCF) is going
to diminish.
IfUCF really cares about its students,
the administrators should not let that happen.
Even ifUCF and.the United Faculty of
Florida cannot reach a deal, it is better that
they at least try, rather than just giving up.
Our faculty and staff come to work everyday wantirig to teach. If the faculty falls
apart, UCF surely will go with them.
- SHELDON HALL

Professor responds

Concerning the dispute between UCF
and the UCF Chapter of United Faculty of
Florida [Taking to the streets, Jan. 20] I was
disappointed to read in the Orlando Sentinel
on Jan. 19 that UCF President John Hitt and
the UCF administration "believe it's [UFFUCF's] wish to control the university, and
that's not acceptable."
· My disappointment stems from two
sources. First, I was disappointed that as•
both a UCF faculty and UFF-UCF member
I must turn to my local newspaper in order
to hear our university president's views.
Second, I am saddened that our peaceful
action on behalf of dialogue and respect for
faculty is not viewed in the context of a university that values service-learning as a fundamental part of its undergraduate mission.
Like many faculty, I am a member of
UFF-UCF and also a practitioner of servicelearning, a teaching method that links
knowledge with civic- engagement and
PLEASE SEE

READER VIEWS ON A14

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submitthem online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407.-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555.
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'What did you think
about BMOC?'

KYLE KIRKLAND

DEVON JACKSON

LEE SHAW

Advertisement and public relations

Legal studies

Social science education

"I enjoyed watching all the girls I knew
on the show, it was quite
entertaining."

"I think it was all a crock of you know
what. There was absolutely no
diversity on the show."

"It downgraded the reputation of UCF
and made it seem like we're very
unprofessional."

.NATOYA HIGGINS

JEREMY PARSONS

ISAAC BRAIL

Computer engineering

Industrial engineering

Education
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"It was tasteless and I think all reality
shows are scripted attyways."

"I never saw it and I think I'm better
for it."
iJ.

"I'm glad we're nationally recognized
but didn't like the people they chose." r-""""
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responsibility. Based on the
principle that critical thinking is closely linked to action
and that university students
and faculty have a responsibility to the world in which
we live, service-learning
teaches students to become
involved in their communities.
UCF's Office of Undergraduate Studies' Web site
houses a service-earning
page that includes the following quote: "Too many of us
have become passive and disengaged. Too many of us lack
confidence in our capacity to
make basic moral and civic
' judgments, to join with our
neighbors to do the work of
community, to make a difference. Never have we had so
many opportunities for participation, yet rarely have we
felt so powerless... In a time
that cries out for civil action,
we are in danger of becoming
a nation of spectators," from
''A Nation of Spectators: How
Civic Disengagement Weakens America and What We
Can Do About It."
UFF-UCF's peaceful
action, with its silent demand
(Respect Us. Talk to Us.),
demonstrated to our students
and our administration our
fundamental responsibilities

to the intellectual lif~ of this
university and to civic and
intellectual life in the United
States.
I am sad that such demonstrations are viewed as
attempts to "control the university," a place I chose to
'Work because it embraced
intellectual openness and a
diversity of views.
Faculty and students are
committed to learning and
the intellectual risks and
responsibilities that entails.
We are committed to merging thought with action. I am
only sorry that our administration is not.

Remember Nader

- DAWN TROUARD

The ideal political party
should stand for respect,
compatibility, tolerance, be
against special interest and be
against lobbyists.
It should support government, election and campaign
reform. It should protect our
constitution.
Is there such a political
party today? Yes, listen to
,Ralph Nader. He is completely correct.
Instead, the country reelects George W. Bush.
Instead of being impeached,
he was inaugurated.
More than 1,300 young
American lives lost in the war
in Iraq, thousands more were
seriously injured and more
than 100,000 Iraqi civilian
dead ... and the slaughter continues.
Now the Republicans control all three branches of government.
You've got to hand it to
Ralph Nader. While other
politicians may bow to the
shifting winds of public opinion, he has been steadfastly
preaching the same anti-business gospel for more than
three decades. And although
Nader's message fell out of
fashion during the 1980s and
most of the '90s, it is clearly
back in style.

PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

-SANDRA LEE

-LISA LOGAN

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF fNGLISH

Support professors
Thank you for providing
such consistently great coverage of issues important to
UCF [Taking to the streets,
Jan. 20]!
-BETH YOUNG
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

Exoanding coverru!e

6ur st~te 'DFF would like
to circulate the wonderful
rally story [Taking to the
streets, Jan. 20] to our state
membership. The story was
utterly phenomenal!
·

How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the
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(entr-al 'lor-iba 1utur-e
for as low as $4 a week!
By Phone

(

By E-mail

·,.
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407-447-4555
By Fax

•

407-447-4556

Classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person

(

University Court, Suite 200
(Universi

Blvd. & Rouse Rd.)

I've been converted
but I still don't like grits
I

SHANNON MAU
Opinions Editor

It must suck to live up
north. I myself am a native
Chicagoan but have lived in
Florida long enough to complain about it being in the
50s. I can't imagine what it
must be like to have to
attend class with 20 inches
of snow piled outside every
door.
Yes, snow days might
sound good in theory, but let
me inform the ignorant. I
would much rather go to
· school instead of lowering
myself to the mind- and
extremity-numbing work of
shoveling snow. So would
any other sound-minded
northerner. ·
The recent snowstorm in
the Northeast is just another

prime example of why not to
live there. More and more
people are in agreement
with me as recent statistics
show New England growing
much more slowly than anywhere else in the southern
United States. Now if only
our public schools could
catch up we'd be able to try
and secede again.
_
Living in Florida is a luxury that many of us d01;1't
appreciate. Right now we
might be wearing our fleeces
and sweaters but one month
isn't so bad.
. Having old people around
driving 35 mph in the fast
lane and foul smelling,
annoying European tourists
are terrible, but so is wearing
thermal underwear. Sacrifices must be made.
Sure we have hurricanes,
and after this season I might
actually agree with those
who left the state, but I don't
think I could go nine months
without wearing my flipflops.
So when does a northernt!r become a southerner?
Some say the first utterance
of the word "ya'll" is a good
indicator and it might be for

most, but those who respect
the English language will
never say it.
In my opinion, there is no
indication except for the
change in one's mindset. You
realize that barbecues and
NASCAR aren't so bad and
they sure as hell beat eating
porridge and watching curling. That is the day you have
renounced all ties to the
Union.
My day of reckoning came
at this time two years ago
when I took part in a Civil
War re-enactment. Insert
reader laughter here. I was
torn between both sides and
it was close decision but I
chose to fight for the South.
There's no real hardcore
reason except for the fact
that the confederates were
much more realistic in their
historical portrayals - loud,
obnoxious, disorderly and
drunk. It completely amaies
me that Lee made the war
last as long as he did.
My point is that despite
all the st~reotypes about the
·South, most of them true, I
know I'd rather be chillin'
with ya'll than hangin' with
yous guys.
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UCF ARENA
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26, 2005
10 AM-3PM
A CHANCE FOR UCF STUDENTS TO MEET
WITH EMPLOYERS TO DISCUSS CAREER AND
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

~/f!!6

~J~/
Place a classified ad in the

(entral :floriba '1tture
(jl/anyXe ~.· (all text in Red)

Dear Suzie,
Will you be my Valentine?
Johnny

Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
I couldn't have gotten through
Freshman year without you!
Love, Bobby

Tommy:
Happy Valentine'sDay!
I love you more than
chocolate.
Love, Kelly

,.

(407) 447-4555 ext. 251 ~ (407) 447-4556 (fax)
classifieds@UCFNews.com
Deadline February 11th, 5-p.m. *Ask for details and ad options.

Spring 2005

araarEXIO

·i.

ait
-UCFARENA
TUESDAY, _)ANUARY 25, 2005
IPM-4PM
GOT AN INTERNSHIP?
DON'T LEAVE COLLEGE WITHOUT ONE!

Professional Attire Required

t

...
UNNER S ITY OF C ENTRAL F'LoRIDA
CA~EER SERVI CES &.
EXPER IEN TIA L LEARNlN'G

SPONSORED BY CAREER SERVICES & EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
UNIT OF ACApEMIC AFF .IRS

CLASSIFICATIONS

100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-Time
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
2M For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 ForSale:Homes

,,

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events

525 Events: Greek life
550 Events: UCF

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

600 Travel

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

700 Worship

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

Need Assistant or After-School
Teacher with experience.
UCF area. 407-340-4221.
HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, A~sistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

~'
•:.•

••••••••••

U.S.AIR FORCE

R•O>+T•C

Do you know what you want
to do a.fte.r graduation?

'
'

Kelly Services is hiring Customer
Service Reps to work for Cingular
Wireless's UCF Area Call Center. Must
Have a HS Diploma/GED. 1+ year(s)
Call Center/Customer Service
Experience & be flexible to work
between the hours of 7 AM &
Midnight, 7 days a week.

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

-$10.00/hour
-UCF Area Location
-Part & Full Time Schedules
-Paid Training Provided

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.
~

.

., .

Incentives
include:

•Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors and Graduate Students
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1 247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

150

POSITIONS
THIS WEEKI

Call Today... Start Tomorrow!
Full Time Pay ...Flexible Hours!

SPANISH BILINGUAL AND KOREAN BILINGUAL NEEDED! (For the Orlando Office)

Call today for an immediate interview!
Orlando Off!ce: (407) 243.-9400

•

UCFOffice: (407) 673 _9700

to speak with Lachelle or Clmssandra

The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) ne~ds male and female
Summer Camp Couns'elors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 6 - July 23. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250 or
352-669-9443 ext. 250.

KELLY SERVICES ·
An EOE/Never An Applicant Fee

NOW HIRING

Organic Chemistry Tutor

SALES/MARKETING

·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
·Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ms also viewable online 24 hours a day

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
.The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
. examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:

•
•
•

DON'T LET THEM WRONGFULLY KEEP YOUR HARD EARNED MONEY!
IF WE GET YOU ANY MONEY, THEY PAY OUR FEES AND COSTS

(407) 67 WAGES
(407)-679-2437

The Studrnt Newspaper Serving U(f Smet> 1968

NOW HIRING

CLASSIFIED SALES REPS
Must be motivated to sell, renew
and edit classified ads while
assisting new and current clients.
20 · 25 hrs. per week.
Hourly plus commission.

·~·
~

FAX RESUMES TO 407 -447-4556
or EMAIL: classifieds@UCFnews.com

!" . Valet parking.attendanisneeded ior .~
I
the Orlando/Winter Park area.
I

j

~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

Artist seeking guitarist and bassist
(modern/melodlc rock). Immediate
paid shows along with potential
natlonal/internatlonal exposure.
For details visit www.newemerglngartlsts.com/danlelle
or call 321-567-0323

407-823-5163

.DOES YOUR FORMER EMPLOYER OWE YOU WAGES?
DID YOU GET PAID FOR ALL OF YOUR TIME WORKED?

~

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
AS INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT
Qualifications: Motivated, self-starter with
ability to learn. Job Description:
Independent consultants have unlimited
Income potential, the ability to set your
own hours, run and maintain your own
business, job security, variety of avenues
of Income, earn the use of a free car,
free training, continuous selfImprovement, self-esteem and selfconfidence, prizes and awards and many
· tax benefits. Interested applicants call
Judy at 407-359-0764.

Seasonal positions avail. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131.

Call Today

LOSE YOUR JOB?

Attractive, thin females who smoke dally
or weekly needed for confidential phone
Interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call will
be returned ASAP. 661-255-3940.

·

24 supervised training sessions
MRI. scans of the upper anns
$125

positions

FUN IN THE Sl.:JNI
Lifeguards wanted In North Myrtle Beach,
"Wiii train", no experience.
Apply www.nsbsllfeguards.com

j

·Paid training with guaranteed salary after
·Career advancement opportunities
• 2 great locations
• Weekly paychecks
• 401 Kplan with discount and benefit plans

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

Orange County Staffing

Wanted to help study for MCAT.
Chemistry Major/grad student/teacher
preferred. Must be able to "teach" and be
comfortable to start from scratch. $1 Olhr
2-3 afternoons a week. Call or email
Arielle (407) 342-0351
msarlberry@aol.com

Dial America Marketing Inc.
ONE OF OUR CLIENTS
IS EXPANDING
AND WE NEED
YOUR HELP TO FILL

Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-~eekly.

The hiring of an attorney is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements. Before you decide,
ask us to send you free information on our qualifications and experience. Jeffrey WAlbert, Esquire: Principle office: Maitland

Call or visit www.kellyservlces.com
.
(407)648-9408

·Up tb $15,000 tuition per year
• $600 in textbooks reimbursement
·Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

We Offer:
• $100 sign on bonus and weekly bonuses
• $9 - S18 per hour average
• 2 shifts to choose from
•Relaxed business environment

Get Paid to Play!

Now Hiring for Cingular
Wireless

Are you interested in an exciting career?......- --....-- __,,
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

• $2100
•Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

AD RATES

(enttaf '1oriba 1utui-e

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

Summer Jobs

Drivers I Fliers I Preps needed, $6-12/hr
Apply at California Chicken Grill
10725 E. Colonip.I Drive
407-273-2254

Now hiring professional caregivers, who
love children and need flexible hours.
Call 407-828-0920 x 0 for interview.
••••••••••

In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potentlal.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

-

5 p:m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Nite Out

Kid~s

'"

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

Spend your summer In a lakefront
cabin In Maine. If you're looking to
spend this summer outdoors', have fun
while you work, and make lifelong
friends, then look no further. Camp
Mataponi, a residential girls camp In
Maine, has female/male summertime
openings for Land Sports, Waterfront"
(small crafts, skiing, life guarding, WSI ,
boat drivers), Ropes Course, Tennis,
Horseback Riding, Arts & Crafts,
Theater, Cooking, Gymnastics, Dance,
Photography, Group Leaders & more.
Top salaries plus room/board & travel
provided. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS'
WILL BE CONDUCTED 1/28. Call us
today toll free at 1-888-684-2267 or
apply onllne at
www.campmataponi.com. ·

Thi> Student Ne1vJpnpet Servmg U(f Smee 196R

NOW HIRING

·MARKETING INTERNS
Must be energetic, hardworking, and creative.
20 - 25 hrs. per week.
Great Experience an·d Fun Atmosphere!

In-Home Female Tutor Needed
History for 10th grade AP student.
. Please respond by
calling 407·947-2420 or by
email Thaisingha@aol.com

Send resume and available hours to
MiiaM@KnightNewspapers.com

College Math 101:

HARD
Volunteer for a clini_cal research study of an
Investigation~I medication.
To Qualify:
'I

.

• Ages 18 and older

• Stay 6 hours in Research
dorm
• Make 2 outpatient visits
• Make 2 telephone
contacts.
Compensation is paid up to $300.0.0

~ORf(

•: MOR£ MON£Y

No dishpat'I hat'lds! No pizza delivery!
ht to drive cool cars!
Eam ~ good salary + a productivity. bor1Us!

Hertz, the leader in rent-a-<:ar, is looking for hard-working individuals who 'are willing to turn their
hard work into hard cash. As a Casual Vehicle Service Attendant, you'll earn a base salary and
extra money for each vehicle you service. It's simple-the harder you work, the more you earn!
(And, it's an automatic car wash!)
PQsitions ore part-time with Noon, 2pm and 4pr.n start limes. So take off that paper hat and apply
in person at: Hertz Orlando Airport, 5601 s·utler National Drive, Mon-Fri from 8:30am to 4pm or

e--rnail: Orland0Caree1>@hertz.com or call us at 407-859-8400 ext. 0.
(e·mailed resumes please put College Jobs in the subject line)
eoe rnfdv dfw

~
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Individual Leases

u
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Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV

a ESPN

unique student apartments

Orpington St.

Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi
Washer/Dryer in every Apartment
F~lly-Fumished Apartment Homes

Covered Basketball Pavilion

WWW.JEFFERSONLOFTS.COM
1805 loftway Circle Orlando, FL 32826

Internet Access

321-754-2000

Fitness Center with Free-weights

Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to change.

==+==Cil6.

BETTER!
There is no reas9n to look any further
we
have ·the biggest bedrooms and biggest closets I
Interner
t:om1n1

1111200&1
Swimming pool with sun deck
Private bedrooms and bathrooms

Large walk-in closets

3100 Alafaya Club Dr.
Orlando, Florida ·

Computer center

State-of-the-art fitness center
Basketball & sand volleybalJ courts

th evillageatalafayaclu b. com

407.482.9990 .

Gated community
Less than one mile from UCF

Local telephone

Private bedrooms and bathrooms
Swimming pool with sun deck

Large walk-in closets

. 2913 Einstein Way
Orlando,rFlorida

State-of-the-art fitness center

Computer center
Basketball and sand vol1eyball courts

Community center
Ethernet service

'·

thevil/ageatsciencedrive.com

40·1 .384.7080
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Crossword
Pre-school afternoon teachers needed.
2:36-6:00 Mon. - Fri.
No experience necessary. Close to UCF.
407-282-0551 ask for Nancy or Pat.
Fax resume to 407-207-4330.
Cheerleadlng Instructors to teach
children In Orlando and Winter Park
area, PIT evenings, must have exp.
teaching children & have car, great
pay! Call ~rlsten at 866-273-AAYA
or fax resume to 813-964-8806

•

Twice-weekly newspaper is looking for
energetic, creative Marketing Interns.
20-25 hrs/week
Please send resume & available hours to
MiiaM@KnightNewspapers.com

"

BABYSITTER NEEDED
1-year-old boy near UCF. Tues
11AM-6PM, Wed 8AM-12PM, Thur
11AM-5PM. $6/hr, references needed.
Please call 407-737-6826

"7

.,
"!'

"

·"

CAMP TAKAJO for B'Oys, Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls, Poland,
Mairie. Picturesque lakefront locations,
exceptional facilities. Mid-June thru midAugust. Over 100 counselor f:lOsitions in
tennis, swimming, .land sports, water
sports, tripping, outdoor skills, theater
arts, fine arts, music, nature study,
• nanny, secretarial. Call Takajo at
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
at 800-997-4347. Or apply online at
www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp.com.
LOVE KIDS?
My two great boys (they really are), ages
5 and 2, need a playmate (not a TV
watcher) for a few hours dCJring the
week. The hours are very flexible and
vary as does the pay (lets negotiate!).
These are great kids and they need a
match! Located 5 mins from UCF. Must
have car. Call Jenna at 407-971-6067
and leave a message.

.
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PT BABYSITTER NEEDED

SPRING THAU SUMMER
Looking for a responsible indiv for
weekday afternoons to care for 9 & 11
YR old girls. Responsibilities incl picking
up from school, help w/ hw, occasional
errands & some weekend evenings.
Schedule is flex. 8-10 hrs per wk until
school ends then more hrs during the
summer. Ref reqd.
Please call Andrea@ 407-342-5517
. Busy Warehouse work. Must be able to
lift 50 lbs. Need someone who can work
hard and pay attention to details. Must
be well spoken and can help customers.
Sat 10-5:30, Sun 12-5. Can work around
school on weekdays. Drug test and
background check. Call 407-896-7252
FAST CASH!!!
FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
5'10". For lingerie photo & portfolio
demo's. Call 407-898-7900.
Callers Needep! CMG Telemarketing!
Info verifying for mortgage products.
Work at home or from our call center. ,
$7/hr min! email: alex@cmgleads.com
· 407-365-3334 x102
Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for
outgoing and energetic people. Please
apply in person at
7561 West Sand Lake Rd
(407)248-0707
Earn between $2500 8i $3000 before end
of semester. On campus promotions. .
Work your own hours assisting fellow
students, no sales. Call Al (ext. 115) or
Bobbi (ext. 122) for phone interview
between 2-9p.m. 800-449-8680.

125
ASP WEB SITE HELP NEEDED!!!
Involves Updating online calendar and
moving to new server.
Call Les at 407-898-5989

SALES POSITION

"'

Recruiting Special Education Teachers
Interview with Colorado Springs School
District 11 . Feb. 10th & 11th,
4pm-6pm. University of Central Florida,
Education Building Complex Rm 305.
Contact Ed Paulovich at
719-520-2173, 719-649-6133 or
Pauloe@d11.org to schedule an
·interview. Drop-ins welcome.

Sunny Future

PATIO CAFE NOW HIRING
Small restaurant wants someone who
likes variety & making people happy. We
genuinely care about our customers &
know most by name. Flex sched,
20-30hrs/wk, counter service & some
cooking. Call 407-28 1-4700 to apply.

MERCHANDISERS &
INVENTORV: AUDIT.ORS
Immediate Openings. Monday-Friday
Daytime & Weekends, $8/hour
Reliable transportation/local phone,
PIT. 'call RGIS Inventory Specialists:
407-678-6558
An Equal Opportunity Employer

~

Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Frl.
$35a base + comm & other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.

CHEER COACH NEEDED
Teach childrens cheerleading
program in Orlando.
Call toll free 866-236-2767.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.
PT Janitorial Cleaner Needed
6am-1 Oam. 5 days/wk
Poinciana/Kissimmee Area.
1-800-974-7784
Looking for Programmer
With skills In Visual Basic,
html, asp.net, or .net.
Flexible hours, Mon-Fri.
407-339-2626 ext. 226, ask for
Dave.

•

•

Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 20 min. from
UCF. Come in between 10 and 2.
.
The Brlarpatch Restaurant
' 252 Park Ave N. Call\1107-628-8651

REGENCY PARK HOUSE
3 rooms avail for M or F In 4/2.512 .
$550-$450/mo Incl all util, cable,
wlreles.s Internet, and furnished.
Current tenant very laid-back.
Relaxed neighborhood. Call
305-310-6588.
Room for rent in 212 townhome, located
2 miles from UCF. Big bedroom,
own bathroom, living room w/vaulted
ceilings, w/d included for $495.00
+ half utilities per month. Contact Amy
at 321-662-6366.

U9F AREA HOME FOR RENT
3/2 split plan, Winter Park schools, very
clean. Fenced yard, remodeled
kitchen/bath, wood floors, fireplace, and
garage. $1175/mo. Call Bill°407-678-2160
$315/mo. Avail. Now! Room in house for
rent. Screened pool, high speed Internet,
cable, W/D, garage & full kitchen.
Clean, drug free, NS. Mins to UCF &
Valencia. Call 321-243-7170 or
email ditlet@aol.com.

Awesome Brand New Home
Great rooms avail Jan, near UCF, pool,
tennis courts, lake. $500/mo, yearly
lease. Gall Sherry/Todd @
954-753-3032 or 407-482-4969
Home For Rent
3BD/2BN2 Car Garage in Hickory Cove
Minutes to UCF, $1, 100/mo, w/d hookup, pets ok. American Dynasty Realty
407-677-1177

UCF AREA HOME
'Very clean 31211 w/ ceramic tile.
$1200/mo plus util. Nice
neighborhood. Roommates welcome.
Ready to move in, Please call
407-712-4709 or 407-619-6417.
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
ROOM FOR RENT
3BD/2BA home, room has private BA.
3 mins from UCF. $405/mo + utils.
Contact Andy @ 305-978-8025

1 room avail for female in spacious 4/2.5
house. All included + internet & cable.
Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact Maritza
954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@ yahoo.com

Room For Rent
House 5 mlns from UCF. $280/mo +
1/4 of utils. Avail ASAP
Call Austin @ 407-739-1710

LOOK
1 bdrm avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
WID, full kitchen. $360/mo. +
split util. Call 407-641-4205.
Room avail. behind UCF.
$300/mo. incl. all util. (except
phone), use of W/D and kitchen
privileges. Call 407-484-7889.

ROOM FOR RENT-MALE
312 home, 10 mins from campus.
Tiled floors In great rm, fenced yard,
cable/roadrunner, 2 car garage, w/d.
$425/mo + 1/4 util. 407-222-2895
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 954-816-3127
Roommate Needed! Beautiful 3/2/2
house with pool, fireplace, W/D, fencd.
yd, 5 min from UCF. Pets ok. $450/mo
Includes cable/internet + 1/4 power. Call
Brad @ 407-808-80391407-509-8632
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
$400/mo plus util. Jan 'OS-July '05. 5
mins from UCF. Polos East
Apartments. Call Ann Marie
954-854-0553,
Rooms In new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grlll, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All util. Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki,® 561·212-6291.

I
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Sublease private bdrm with 4 guys
in 5 bdrm house. New neighborhood,
close to campus, huge backyard oh
lake. $395/mo includes utilities,
cable & internet. 954-471-7888
F roomie needed 1bdr/1 ba avail. in 4/4
w/ 3 fun loving girls @ Pegasus Landing.
Fully furn. All util. incl. except phone.
Cable, ethe'rnet, W/D, gym & shuttle. Rm
avail. now! Lease ends in May. $480/mo.
Please call Kaycee-407-443-5795.

Village at Alafaya Club

Village @ Alafaya Club

3 roommates for a 5BD/3BA home. $500
mo. All utils incl. In Tanner Crossing, 2
mins away from UCF.
Call Ashley@ .727-534-5852

Jan-Aug 4BD/4BA Huge walk in closet,
W/D, cable, ethernet, valet trash. 3 greqt
roommates brand new furniture $490/mo
Call John@ 321-217-5264

Seeking F housemate for beautiful home
off Econ Trail near UCF & VCC. Kitchen
& laundry. Single mother of one 6-yr. old
would consider lower rent for live-in PIT
babysitting. Available immediately.
Character ref. & background checks.
407-277-2265 or elmsgirl@aol.com.

FREE RENT January! Must sublease
immediately! Lease ri.ms through 7/31./05
1 room for M with priv BA available in 4/4
at Pegasus Landing. Shuttle to UCF incl!
Contact Heather@ 561-637-4050
2 ROOMS FOR SUBLEASE
Pegasus Pointe furn 4/2, move in ASAP,
M or F. $465/mo incl all util, ethernet,
w/d, free shuttle. Lease ends July 31st.
Jan rent free. Call 727-488-8460.
NO MOVE-IN FEE!
Room and bath avail in 2/2. Rent incl all
util, w/d, ethernet, free shuttle, vaulted
ceilings. Quiet neighbors. Move-in ASAP.
Call for details. 239-822-6632
PEGASUS CONNECTION
Female needed for fully
furnished 2/2. $575/mo
Incl all utll. Free tanning.
Contact Laura 352-258-8980
laura_reddlsh@yahoo.com

ACROSS
1 Nocturnal raptor
4 Samms and
Lazarus
9 Dillon and
Damon
14 Org. of Flyers
and Jets
15 Hotelier
Helmsley
16 Actor Flynn
17 Oolong or hyson
18 Michigan city
19 Groovy!
20 Weapons
2a Viewed
24 Type of neck
25 Mariner's jacket
28 Prosperity
31 Tacked on
33 Usage charge
34 Incipient
38 Period in power
41 Bums around
42 Self-image
43 Pat's "Wheel of
Fortune" partner
44 Flat-top hills
45 Telephoning
47 On the rocks
49 Young adults
50 Fully attentive
53 One at the
wheel
57 Floral necklace
58 Shaker contents
60 Store lure
61 Tex-Mex order
64 Scatterbrained
67 Sty denizen
68 Roy's Dale
69 Actress
Dickinson
70 Actress Lupino
71 Turn counter
back to zero
72 Roebuck's
partner
73 Bear's home
DOWN
1 Scheduled next

At what place?
Andes grazer
Hobbit ally
Crooner Torme
Skin-care
product
7 Author Tyler
2
3
4
5
6

© 2005 Tribune Medi• Servlces, Inc.
Afl rlg!its reserved.

8 Fiiis full
9 Fellows
10 "Just the Way
You "
11 On the road
12 Lugs
13 Gin fruits
21 Al Capone
23 Kernel
26 Homer's epic
27 "Much '.___ About
Nothing"
29 Like ravens
30 Purifies
32 Finger or toe
34 Stately tree
35 Leader of The
Three Stooges
36 Roman
assembly halls
37 Pioneers'
wagon
39 Plains antelope
40 Forty winks
46 Comprehend
48 _Moines
50 Change to fit
51 Beoff

UCF Cypress Bena
4 Two-Story Homes - 513 \llld
4/311 One Story. Gated/Brand New
2005. Prof. roommates. Rooms for
$390/mo + utll. $600/mo for Huge
Master. Util. avg = $80. Photo: Model
home. Anette 407-716-0848.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
4/2.5/2, Hi-speed Internet, digital cable,
W/D, tile, wood, 1O minutes North of UCF
$375-425/month + part utilities
Call (386) 453-6568
Furnished room avail In 312 house.
Bathroom shared with UCF student.
$335/mo incl util, broadband
Internet, w/d, and kitchen privileges.
407-923-9186 or 407-282-7529
Roommates Needed!!
Brand new house 112 mile from UCF.
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/D, dishwasher,
cable TV In every room, high-speed
wireless Internet, furnished living
room, full kitchen. This and all
utilities for just $500/mo!
Call James at 561-762-8986 or
SoutoEBX@aol.com
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
For immediate occupancy in spacious
4/2 .home in Waterford Lakes. $475/mo
incl all util & high-speed internet. Won't
last long! 407-282-7774 or 863-398-6398
Roommate Needed For Fall '05
Unfurnished 3BD/3BA apt at Tivoli. Less
than 5 mins from UCF. $460/mo,
everything incl. Looking to sign lease
ASAP. Contact Kacie 954-415-3595 or
Melanie 954-263-8474

3 HOUSEMATES NEEDED
Brand new 4 bedroom lakeside
home. 5 mins from UCF. Everything
Incl: all util, maid service, gardener,
wireless web, w/d, etc. $450/mo.
Call my cell 561-213-1805.

NO MOVE-IN FEE
Female roommate needed ASAP for
Pegasus Pointe 412. $455/mo Incl all
utll, ethernet, free shuttle, pools, and
gym. Call Emily 205-335-7523.
Room avail in 3/2 Home. Female, Priv.
bed/bath. N/S or drinking. All util. + W/D
incl. $400/mo. Walk to VCC I 10 min. to
UCF. Student friendly environment!
407-399-2437 or cecemichelle@aol.com

ROOM IN 3f3'1AVAILABLE
Pegasus Lending, $510/mo incl all
utll, ethernet, W/D, pool, and free
shuttle. Lease ends July 31st.
Call 406-683-4221.
1 BDRM/1 BA in a 2/2 @ Pegasus
Connection. $575/mo all urns incl. W/D, 3
HBOs. Fully furnished & all amenities
incl. Immaculate, new carpet, patio!
Avail. ASAP. Call Keon @954-658-6161.

Great Apartment Avail ASAP!
Jan - July. Jan re.nt free. 1 F needed
for 2BD/2BA. Walk inploset, prvt
bath, lakeside view. $425/mo.
Call 407-721-4275
FIRST MONTH RENT FREEi!
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson
Commons) sublease. $510/mo incl. util.
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 4/4.
Includes carp0rt. .407-234-1324

Get $440 CASH Today!!
Takeover lease. Master BD w/ prvt BA,
all utils and internet incl. Located in the
Gatherings. No deposit. $440/mo.
Call Melissa @ 727-278-8957

Room for rent: Northgate Lakes
1 M needed, 4 BR, private bath, utils
'incl, .washer/dryer/spacious patio, across
the street from campus. $475 a mo. obo
Call Andrew @ 305-522-4348
Take ova( my lease at Pegasus Pointe!
Male only. $450/mo.
I'll pay all transfer fees!
DECEMBER RENT FREE!ll
321-443-4522 or jpuglia@cfl.rr.com

VILLAGE AT SCIENCE DRIVE
Bed & bath avail ASAP for M In 4/4.
$520/mo Incl utli, cable w/ 3 HBOs,
ethernet, w/d, and fully furnished.
January rent paid fori
Call 407-353-8949.
Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Available for Summer term. Female
needed for 4BR unit. Quiet & private.
I WILL PAY ALL T,RANSFER FEESlll
Call 321'-604-9029
PEGASUS POINTE APARTMENT
3rd floor, raised ceilings. $435/mo, $100.
cash back. Movf'J in immediatelyll'
Call Chris ~7-385-3646

SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

I VISA I

'

[11][11]
Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
52 Epic tales
54 Swift
55 Change
"captain" to
"cap'n"

56 Goneril's sister
59 Solitary

62 "A Chorus Line"
number
63 Sonic-boom
'source
65 Address for an
officer
66 Absolutely!

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK IN BRAZIL
Trips to Rio de Janeiro VIP club
Passes, airfare, hotel, & more
Limited seats; Call 877-456-WILD
www.springbreakbrazil.com
BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
98' Camry V6 LE
4 door, all power, excellent condition,
115k, $4800 obo
Call Enrique @ 407-902-5888
or email henjim46@adelphia.net

$189 5-Days/4-Nights
$239 7-Days/6-Nights
Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.

WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
CONDO FOR SALE
Hunters Reserve, near UCF. 212 full
bath. All appliances, W/D, 3 fans . Tile,
Screened balcony, new roof. Pool, hot
tub, tennis. $1 15,0.00. 407-365-8721

Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CRUISE
5 days, $299. Incl meals, celebrity
parties! Panama City, Daytona $159!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco; Nassau
$4991 Award winning company!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Room at Pegasus Pointe
Clean room w/ friendly roommates
I will pay for Jan and transfer fee, 3rd
floor, close to entrance Contact Adam @
561 -504-3035 or keeper2010@gmail.com
Sublet @ University House
$429/mo, lease ends 08/04/05 .
$1 move in. UCF shuttle, utilities, cable &
ethernet included. Available for Spring 05
Call 1 (321) 720-6752
NORTHGATE LAKES APARTMENT
Rm for rent in 412, McCulloch Rd.,
112 mile trom UCF. $399/mo Incl
all utll, internet, cable, w/d.
Contact ucf_chlck@hotmall.com or
352-346-5477.

HOMES FOR SALE
Looking to Buy or Sell Real Estate? Call
Adam @ Home Joy Real Estate
(407)275-0633
Your UCF Realtor

SPRING BREAK IN THAILAND
1O days for $950!
Tour island of Phuket with a UCF student
Accommodations, tours, & meals
included Tickets to shows, parties,
islands & more 407-766-0578 or
tektravel@yahoo.com.

Certified Personal Trainer $20/hour.
Very flexible hours. Anyone willing to
lose 20 lbs. for your New Year's
Resolution contact John Sechser
904-669-2640.

189°0 15 Days/ 4 Nights
8139°0 1Days/6 Nights
8

Lose Fat? Gain Muscle?

NEED A GREAT APARTMENT?
Looking for F to take over lease ASAP @
Pegasus Connection. 4BD/2BA $465/mo.
Please contact Kelly @
407-694-3820

We can help you!
Safe, Effective Personal Training
ONLY $20 per session!
40'.?-970-5431

PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT
1 bd & ba·avail in 4/4. $450/mo incl all
util, ethernet, cable, swimming pools,
gym, and free shuttle. Call 863-956-4029
evenings or 863-519-8330 ext. 1105.

Piano Lessons
Children, Adults & Seniors. All levels.
Play your favorite songs. $16 per class,
includes books. Waterford Lakes area.
Call Helen @ 407-380-1268

Prices include:

Round-trip luKur~ cruise with food. Accommodations
on the islanil at your choice of ten resorts.
Free VJ.P. party package upgrade.

Appalachia Travel

1-800-867-5018

wwvi.Bahamasun.com

m

EVENTS

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

Wanted: Idealists, Environmentalists,
and Patriots - itching for a fight.
http://BreakThelink.org

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to yideo games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
*******WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM*•••••••

NEW YEAR NEW YOU
Lose up to 30 lbs. Gives tremendous
energy. 30-day supply. $39.95, moneyback guarantee. FREE SAMPLES.
www.behealthynow101 .com
1-866-418-9502

NORTHGATE LAKES
F sublease, 1/1 in a 4x4 avail Dec 12.
$470/mo all inclusive, no move-in fees.
First month FREE. Call Sarah @
321-501-1363

(REDITFN.COM

Appalachia Travel
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com

Room at University House
Master bed and bath avail
immediately for F in 4/3. $519/mo
incl all util and fully furnished.
Transfer fee only $1 before Feb.
Call 954-993-2474.

Presented by

Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!

tm

University House Apt. Avail. Now!
Female roommate. $439/mo. incl.
internet, cable w/ 3 HBO's, sewer, trash,
pest control, water & elec. One flat rate!
Wonderful roommates! Spotless apt &
studious roomies! 1-321-271 -6770.

Pegasus Landing Apartment
Looking for female/$490 mo.
Includes: Private room & bath/ W&D/
Internet access/ cable/ utilities/ furniture
First Mo. Free/ short term lease, but can
renew. Contact Nicole at (407) 399-2273.
Less than 10 mins. away from UCF
$250/mo. plus util. 1 small rm avail. for F
to share with females in 4/2 home.
Clean, quiet, W/D, furnished. N/S, no
pets please. Call 407-319-3751

L.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY:

INTL' CORP EXPANDING

2/2.5 Townhouse for rent
1 mi. from UCF, W/D, dishwasher.
$595/mo. Call Amanda at 407-207-5380
or 352-625-9206

Lease runs through Aug . Move-in
immediately. Ca)I 239-848-0281

Room avail in 3~. $500/mo incl all
utll, w/d, trash service. First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
Immediately. Call 786-302-0511

F UCF student seeking clean· resp.,
F roommate. No pets. $450/mo incl.
furnished BR in a very nice subdivision.
6 mi. from UCF and 2 mi. from Waterford
Lakes. Util., cable, Internet access, and
local phone service. Also incl. pool and
tennis court access. Call Nicole at
407-616-2221. Starts February 1

$2500PT/$6000FT.
Will train, need computer.
www.abetterlife101 .com
1-800-353-6947

!". -FE"rviAL.E:'FlboM'rviAi'E:wAf.J'r'Eb-. "!
I Bed & bath avail in 4/4 at Pegasus I
Landing. $495/mo, Jan. rent is free . I

1 ROOM AVAILABLE
4 BD/3 BA, pool tables, spa, 5 mins from
UCF $500/mo. everything incl.
Call 941-685-3954

Roommate Needed ASAP!!!
Available now: 1BR/1 BA in a 212 house
off Alafaya Trail. Short drive from UCF &
Valencia. $450/month including rent,
W/D, Road Runner, cable, water, &
electric. Seeking M or F 18-25.
If interested call Chris@ 407-252-1735

Gymnastics Instructor Needed.
Prior experience in gymnastics required.
Must be Energetic & Creative.
Excellent pay. Call 407-679-6620

..,

2 mlns from UCF, prvt bdrm,
$525/mo all utlls Incl. Call Katie @
941-720-1886

Entry level sales position w/
expanding & progressive sun care in
Orlando. Base + commission. Ops for
Mgmt & relocation.
Call Tim 888-8n-7338

Available with mortgage company in
Maitland, Part-time, flexible hours,
with generous incentives. Position
involves phone sales and extensive
training is provided. Call
407-628-0440 or email resume to
jobs@specializedloans.com

Customer Service Reps.PT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type at
ample speed. Located near Orlando Intl.
Airport. Flexible Schedule + great pay.
AM/PM positions available. Call Brandon
@ 407-243-61 50 EXT 2106
or e-mail : bbrady@gosafco.com.

Large Spacious Home

UCF Butokukan Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
forming ...
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Classes are M 8:30-10PM & W 7-9PM
in Education Complex, Room 174A
Call Kyle at 407-227-7511 or see
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams
for more info.

EDUCATED ENOUGH to Rule the
World?
Free Massive MultiPlayer Realm Mgmt
and War Strategy Game.
Armageddon is Here - fight to dominate
www.KingdomGames.com

Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound student start - Start ASAP.
MWF 9a.m. - 4p.m. Avg. $8/hr.
Comp. skills a MUST.
Call Anna Meeks 407-847-0788

8 oil changes only $49.95
Plus 14 other free services. East Colonial
location. 42 years in business.
www.icecoldautoair.com
UCF discount. 407-834-2277
DINING TABLE & ETC.
New table, cher,Y w/ black glass top,
fits six, $390. Washer and. dryer,
runs well, $175 for both.
Call 407-823-0091
TEXTBOOKS - Buy/Sell/Trade
Get $$$ - List unwanted books
wwW.QUEUEB.COM
GARAGE SALE
1,000 families, jewelry, furniture,
antiques, collectables, electronics,
clothing, and morel St. Stephen Church,
575 Tuskawilla Rd., Winter Springs.
Jan. 28-29, 7am-5pm, Jan. 30
10am-1pm, Info 407-699-5683.

$5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500 1For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502
96' Honda Passport
. 4WD, grey, automatic, 100K Ml,
excellent condition, selling for $4,900
Call 321 -235-109

The ladies of Kappa Kappa Gamma
would like to wish good luck to all the
fraternities and sororities participating in
Spring recruitment.
The ladies of Kappa Kappa Gamma
would like to welcome Alpha Epsilon Phi
and Theta Chi on campus and also good
luck on their Spring recruitment.
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www.SpringBreokTravel.com

1-800-678-4,386

Includes Port, Hotel & Departure
loxes, Tron$fer> & Tips!
Rocogni.ed In 2002 For
Outstanding Motkotploce Etliits
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Mon. .24

-CABenger hunt begins! Item lists are due to OSI by 5pm, Feb.4
:SGA President and VP petitions available at 9am in the SdA office, SU 214. Declaration pf Can4idacy will be
-.,,
Jan.31 through Feb.3

-._

' -... Tues. 1'.25

Blouse front

:ve Comedian Megan Mooney. Wackadoo's at 8pm

.,

N'/ed. 1.26
C

-Green Ribbon Day, 11
information on o~gan

e "Napoleon Dynamite," Bpm, pe Florida Ballroom, SU 316
2pm ill front of the Student Union where VUCF will be passing out donor cards &
d tiss donation. For info email email Melissa at GetCardedUCF@hotmail.com

r

!

I ·Thurs. l·.27

-VUCF will be help· g the Muscular Dystrophy Association assemble Sham.rock and Hop kits from 9am-5pm.
Carpool le :ves Millican Hall at 12pm. Contact:Steplianie at DiamOndsmO@aol.com for info
-27th Talent Show auditions, l-4pm, Key West 218A

I

Sat. 1.29

-VUCF "fll be. picldng fruit for .the homeless with the Society of St. Andrew's Gleaning organization.
Fo~ore i o contact: n_1nzarry88@yahoo.com. Carpool leaves Millican Hall 7: 15am sharp
-VUCF ne,ds volunteers to help with Harbor House shelter maintenance. We will be cleaning their kitchen
and doing.~ome outdoor maintenance. Contact Christie Espiritu at espical5@yahoo.com if you plan to attend.
'
Carpool meet in front of Milican J:iall at 8: l 5am
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Sun. l.30 ·

-Volunteer with CSA at the TD Waterhouse. Meet in front of the VAB at 9am
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